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Literary criticism, which has gained wide acceptance in

the field of biblical studies, is still considered i,1 new

development in Johannine studies. This the!;is attempts to

examine the implications of literary criticism for Johannlne

studies through a detailed analysis of one section of the

text, John 4:1-42, focusing on three aspects: the narrator,

characters (partiCUlarly the Samaritan woman), and the

function of time within the narrative. By looking at the ways

in which each of these elements shapes the response of the

reader, I attempt to explain how the text communicates meaning

to the reader.
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1 0 INTROpUCTION

In his article "The Man from Heaven in Johannine

sectarianism, "I Wayne A. Meeks examined the Johannine Jesus'

role as a revealer who reveals only that he is the revealer,

finding in this a puzzle whose solution relied on a

reconstruction of the setting Which produced the Fourth

Gospel. By asking the question, "in ...·'lat situation does a

literary puzzle p-')vide appropriate of

communication'?"! Meeks \las led to the answer that the Fourth

Gospel was the product of a clos~d, alienated and isolated

communi ty which had produced a text whose closed system of

metaphors and reliance on a shared body of knowledge and

symbols made it virtually unreadable by an outsider. Jerome

Neyrey, analyzing Meeks' article, reiterates that the

Johannine Jesus provokes misunderstanding, and in so doing

divides the Johannine community from the rest of the world:

"in telling a myth of Jesus' descent/ascent, the Johannine

Christians learn that, like their alien leader, they too are

I Wayne A. Meeks, "The Man from Heaven in Johannine
Sectarianism" Journal of Biblical Literature 91 (1972), pp.
44-72.

! Ibid., p. 47.



aliens in this world."J

However, Meeks hesitates to conclude that the book is

completely unreadable by anyone 'Who does not belong t.Q the

Johannine community, adllitting the possibility that the reader

"will find it so tascinating that he (sic) will stick with it

until the progressive reiteration of themes brings, on some

level of consciousness at least, a degree of clarity."4 This

shifts the focus of the question from the social function that

the Fourth GOllpel had for its original readers to the means by

which the text c,:,ntinues to function to convey meaning despite

the self-referential character of its met<lphors. A literary-

critical analysis ot the Fourth Gospel, with its focus on the

narrative techniques employed by the text, may isolate the

means by Which, according to Meeks, "the book functions for

its readers in precisely the same way that the epiphany of its

hero functions within its narratives and dialogues. H
' Ncyrey,

too, sees evidence within the text of the Fourth Gospel that

outsiders or non-believers mi'\y be evangelized, that is, may

become insiders/members of the believing community through the

words of Jesut' or of someone who believes in him (Neyrey uses

3 Jerome H. Neyrey, S. J., An Ideology or Revolt: John's
Christology in Social-science perspective (Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1988), p. 116.

4 Ibid., pp. 68-69.

I Ibid., p. 69.



the example of the Samaritan woman and the Samaritans to

illustrate his point). 6 If episodes of such evangelism are

contained in the text, a similar evangelization of the reader

may take place.

If these observations are correct, if the Fourth Gospel

is capable of altering the reader's "symbolic· universe,,7 to

such a degree th:' the reader becomes an insider, one who has

grasped the meaning of the book's narrative, then the

strategies which effect this change must be embedded in the

text. By examining a section of the text (John 4:1-42), I

hope to foreground some of the narrative techniques by Which

the book transforms the reader, an outsider, into a member ~-r

the community of the text, one who hau grasped its meaning and

become an insider.

This thesis, then, will take the form of a literary

critical analysis of John 4: 1-42. My eX<;';,lination of John 4: 1-

42 will focus on "the textual constraints and strategies of

the text. ,,- It will not, however, deal with whether or not

the author (5) intentionally constructed the text to contain

these strategies, or with the author's purpose in producing

~ Neyrey, Ideology of Revolt, pp. 123-124.

1 Ibid., p. 70.

I Fernando F. Segovia, "Towards a New oirecti~n in
Johannine Scholarship: The Fourth Gospel from a Literary
perspectivel! Semeia 53 (1991), p. 16.



the text. The uses to which the text has been put by real,

historical readers are alsn beyond the scope of this thesis.

The analysis will be divided into three categories: the

intrusive narrator, the characters (particularly the Samaritan

woman), and time in the narrative (including the '..Ise of

external and/or "mixed" prolepses). v

The presence of an omniscient, intrusive narrator who is

able both to "hear" what the various characters are thinkin9

and to provide this information to the reader, allows the

reader to "listen" to the conversations between Jesus and the

other characters While at the same time understanding more of

these conversations than the characters whom Jesus addresses

are capable of grasping. In other words, while the characters

addressed by the Johannine Jesus may misunderstand or only

partially understand what he says, the reader is allowed to

make fewer mistakes of interpretation, as the narrator I s

intrusions are quick to point out what was really meant. The

reader is brought to believe that slhe is the proper recipient

of Jesus I teachings since the other characters frequently miss

his meaning and remain outside, while the narrator has ensured

that the reader is inside.

The text alsc.. uses the character of the samaritan woman,

9 R. Alan Culpepper, Anatomy of the Fourth Gospel: A
study in Literary Design (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1983).
p. 51.



who herself progresses alcmq a similar path of "conversion,"

to alter the reader's stance vis-a-vis the text from that of

an outsider to that of a member of the "community" of

insiders. Like the reader, the Samaritan woman begins from a

position outside the system of metaphors used by the Johannine

Jesus; also like the reader, her admittance to the circle of

insiders depends less on her ability to correctly identifY the

referents of those metaphors than on her acceptance of Jesus'

identity as the Messiah.

Narrative time in John 4:1-42, particUlarly the use of

external or mixed prolepses, is the third narrative device

....hich acts to draw the reader within the circle of insiders

who grasp the meaning of the text. t;ulpepper defines a mixed

prolepsis as any narrative element which anticipates future

events which "begin within the time of the narrative and

continue beyond it."n, Much of the foreshadowing in John 4:1

42 is to some degree fulfilled by the text, but the

predictions seem to have a second layer of reference to events

....hich are external to the text.

Meeks is certainly correct to emphasize that the only

revelation made by the Johannine Jesus is that he is the

revealer; his identity as the revealer is clearly at the heart

of whatever meaning the text is attempting to convey.

10 Ibid., p. 57.



However, whereas Meeks I phrasing of the question compels hhn

to seek out the social setting which could have given rise to

the text, imd within which the self-referential metaphors and

story elements of the teloCt ....ould have been familiar (due to

their u~e in other, similar myths known to the community), it

is also possible to examine the text's transmission of meaning

apart from its original setting. It is true that the reader

finds the self-referential system of metaphors in the Fourth

Gospel somewhat alien and unapproachable, and that

11nderstanding anyone of them seems to depend upon

understanding all of them. However, it is not ultimately the

penetration of the metaphorical system which holds the key to

the way in which the text functions. The transformation of

the reader's "symbolic universe" depends not on a familiarity

with the metaphors but on a reader's ability, like those

characters who become believers, to accept Jesus' identity as

the Messiah. The Johannine JI".sus, in his role as the

revealer, does not need to convey any particular kno....ledge;

rather, he functions as the dividing line bet....een believers

and non-believers, insiders and outsiders. While a search for

the social setting which gave rise to the Fourth Gospel,

finding that it is the product of an isolated sectarian

community, might logically conclude that the text is therefore

"closed" to any reader not belonging to that community, an

analysis of the text itself reveals that this is not the case.



The text ~.'orks to transform the reader into someone who can

accept its "truth," and in the act of being read ensures that

its aUdience is a 1:''',ceptive one. 1I

1.1 STATE OF THE QUESTION

Literary-critical analysis, with its focus on narrative

techniques, is readily applicable to the four gospels, which

are easily recognized as more-or-less cohere"'\t stories. When

applied to the Fourth Gospel (more particularly, to John 4: 1-

42), however, literary criticism has tended to consist of

identification and analysis of particular narrative elements,

without fUlly considering how these elements contribute to the

way the text is read.

Adele Reinhartz has analyzed the predictive prolepses of

the Fourth Gospel, dividing them into three categories:

prolepses which are explicitly internal, referring to events

'I Any mention of the "truth" or the text immediately
raises historical questions regarding the situation which
produced the text, the intention of the author(s), and the
uses to which the text has been put. While such historical
qustions are beyond the scope of this thesis, there have been
attempts to address the text I s role as a missionary tract.
Arnung these are W. C. Van Unnik, liThe Purpose of St. John's
Gospel," stUdia EVdngelica: Papers presented to the
1uccrnational Congress on "The Four Gospels in 1957" at
Oxford, 1957, vol. 1, ed. Kurt Aland et at. (Berlin: Akademle
Verlag, 1959), pp. 382-411; J. A. T. Robinson, tiThe
Destination and Purpose of St. John's Gospel," New Testament
Studies 6 (1959-60), pp. 117-131; D. A. Carson, "The Purpose
of the Fourth Gospel: John 20:31 Reconsidered," Journal of
Biblical Literatul.'e 106 (1987), pp. 639-51.



that are fulfilled within the narrative, prolepses which are

external, referring to events that will be fulfilled in a

future outside the narrative, and prolepses which refer to an

unspecified future time. 11 She provides two examples of this

third type of prolepses from John 4 (4:21, "the time is coming

when neither on this mountain nor in Jerusalem will you

worship the Father," and 4:23, "the hour is c,'lming and now

is"). Reinhartz 's argument is that "almost every prolepsis"ll

in John has an internal referent. She uses the presence of

these prolepses to discuss the experience and self-

understanding of the community that produced the text, but

does not examine the effect of predictive prolepses, and their

fulfilment within the text or reference to events beyond the

text, on the way the text as it stands is read.

Gail R. O'Day, in her book Revelation in the Fourth

Gospel, I. devotes a chapter to a detailed analysis of John

4:4-42, focusing on the Fourth Evangelist's use of irony to

convey "his theology of revelation."" For example, she

examines the way in which Jesus' conversation with the

11 Adele Reinhartz, "Jesus as Prophet: Predictive
Prolepses in the Fourth Gospel," Journal [or the StUdy ot the
New Testament 36 (1989), pp. 3-16.

I) Ibid., p. 4.

14 Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1986.

IS Ibid., p. 51.



Samaritan woman contains two levels of meaning, one of which

the Samaritan woman fails to perceive. O'Oay notes that there

are "two conflicting levels of meaning that the reader must

grasp simultaneously in order to interpret irony correctly, ,,16

but does not fully explain What narrative techniques are

present in the text to enable the reader to grasp both levels

of meaning. Similarly, while she notes that the story of John

4 is presented" in such a way that the reader participates in

the narrative, ,,11 she does not fully analyze the elements in

the text which make this participation possible (such as the

juxtaposition of statements by the characters with statements

by the narrator, which points up the layer of meaning that is

hidden from the Samaritan woman). O'Day draws attention to

the important point that, in the dialogue of vv. 27-38, the

disciples are also shown to misinterpret Jesus, to grasp only

one layer of meaning in what he says, While the reader is

aware that there are two. lJnlikl;! the Samaritan woman, who

through conversation with Jesus moves from her position of

misunderstanding to of (arguably incomplete)

understanding, the disciples .uust have their misunderstanding

explained to them directly." Even after Jesus' discourse,

16 Ibid., p. 65.

11 Ibid •• p. 89.

II Ibid •• pp. 77-78.



there is no indication that the disciples understand what the

reader understands: that "food" has a metaphorical meaning,

that the "harvest"--the compl_tion of his work--is already

occurring (or is about to occur) with the samaritans'

understanding of who he really is and what he really means.

O'Oay does not, however, explore the significance for the

reader of the contrast between the Samaritan woman I s journey

to understanding and the disciples' continued failure to

understand. What does it mean for the reader that the

samaritan woman, an outsider, is able to come to an

understanding of Jesus I identity and meaning, while the

disciples, who consider themselves insiders, are left outside?

Jeffrey Lloyd Staley, in his analysis of the rhetorical

strategies of John,19 draws attention to what he calls the

"victimization of the implied reader,I1 J1
' a device in which the

reader is led to formulate a certain understanding of the

text, only to be shown that this understanding is incorrect.

staley provides two examples of this strategy at work in John

4, arguing that vs. 4: 2 forces the reader to become suspicious

of the narrator because it states that not Jesus, but only the

disciples, were baptizing (contradicting 3:26, which stated

19 The Print's First Kiss: A Rhetorical InVGstigation or
the Implied Reader in the Fourth GosjJel (Atlanta, Georgia:
Scholars Press, 1988).

1(1 Ibid., p. 95.
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that Jesus was baptizing). That narrator, according to

Staley, forces the reader to identify with the Pharisees, l1a

group whom he recognizes as outsiders and know-nothings, "21 by

showing that the reader, like the Pharisees, has been wrongly

informed about Jesus' activities. In his second example,

Staley points out that in 4:3-42 the reader is sUbject to a

parody of the Old Testament type-scene in which a man becomes

betrothed to a woman he meets at a we11. 22 Accordinq to

staley, by failing to fulfil the reader's expectations about

how this scene might develop, while at the same time

demonstrating to the reader that spiritual relationships and

meanings supersede physical relationships and referents, the

text "fosters an extremely intimate relationship with the

implied reader which subtly instructs him in how to read

inter-textually."ll staley does not, however, attempt to

explain what narrative purpose might underlie this strategy of

emphasizing the reader's role as an "outsider" and then

drawing the reader to a position of understanding, of being an

insider; nor does he relate this to the samaritan woman I s

development from outsider to (relative) insider.

staley's notion of reader victimization is taken up by J.

21 Ibid., p. 98.

J2 Ibid., pp. 98-103.

J.I Ibid., p. 99.
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E. Botha, who exaaines the use of this literary device (which

he prefers to call reader "entrapment" or reader manipulation)

in John 4:1-42." While Botha provides fu.rther examples of

this strateqy in John 4 :1-42, the most tantalizing aspect of

his article is his suggestion that reader entrapment MalaD

serves the purpose of keeping the readers attentive and

involving them in the narrative in a way ordinary narratives

are unable to do, ,,1$ and that "the manipUlation serves in some

instances to align the readers with certain characters. lIl11

This notion of the reader's involvement with the text is not

developed further, however, and Botha fails to address what

the constantly shifting perspective of the reader means about

the way the text as a whole must be read, stating only that

the reader's expectations are often unmet, and that the text

often corrects the reader's evaluation of the meaning of words

and events.

Stephen D. Mooretl draws attention to the irony created

by the samaritan woman's failure to understand the second,

l" J. E. Both8, "Reader 'Entrapment' "8 Literary Device in
John 4:1-1," Neotestamentica 24, 1 (1990), pp. 37-47.

" Ibid., p. 38.

26 Ibid., p. 45.

1"1 S. D. Moore, "Rifts in (a reading of) the Fourth
Gospel, or: Does Johannine irony still collapse in a reading
that draws attention to ltsel!?" Neotostalllentlca 23 (1989),
pp. 5-17.
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"higher.,ll meaning of the water she is discussing. a meaning

which is evident to the reader. Moore connects this

discussion between the Samaritan woman and Jesus to a second

occurrence of the theme of thirsting/drinking in 19:28-30,

when Jesus himself thirsts (in the physical, mundane sense of

the word), and when this physical thirst is satisfied

declares, "it is finished." This, according to Moore. creates

a problem:

But the sequence is a good deal stranger still when one
begins to rethink it deconstructively. The literal,
material, earthly level, hierarchically superseded in
John 4: 7-14 and shifted into the background, is
reinstated in John 19:28-30 as the very condition
(physical thirst, physical death) that enables the spirit
itself, emblem and token of the supramundane order ecf.
14:17), to effectively come into being. The hierarchy
established in chapter 4 is curiously inverted .... 29

Moore suggests that, ultimately, it may be the reader who is

the victim of the text's irony, and that the text may be

therefore impenetrable and "treacherous. ,,)II However, since,

as Moore points out, the second "higher" meaning is available

to the reader, it would seem likely that the characters are

the victims of the text's irony, and that this irony is a

literary device intended to communicate meaning to the reader.

Although the. impenetrability of texts is a much-talked-about

2~ Ibid., p. 7.

2'J Ibid., pp. 8-9 .

.lO Ibid., p. 15.
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theory within literary criticism, an analysis of the text that

starts frolll the premise that the literary devices of the text

are to some degree penetrable (that is, are arranged in such

II way that they convey some meaning to the reader) can

probably find an alternative explanation for the text's irony.

1.2 METHODOLOGY

within Johllnn!ne studies, histar leal questions re lating

to the composition of the gospel, the identity and number of

its author(s) Iredactors, and the social setting in which it

was produced have dominated the field. Comparatively little

has been done with the Fourth Gospel by way of literary

analysis, this being II rer· •. ' "rendJl within Biblical stUdies.

In an article dealing witll I:..b· shift in focus within Biblical

StUdies, Fernando P. sogovia points out that:

In lIIany ways, therefore, the traditional paradigm has
continued to exercise a predominant role in Johannine
stUdies, tar beyond its rate ot survival and
acceptability in the discipline as a whole; as a result,
one still rinds very much of a continued search for
litQrary strata, for sources and redactions, and III
persistent reading of the Gospel from a compositional,
diachronic perspective.}}

One recent exalllple of the persistence of this trend in

Johannine at "'les is Robert Fortna's latest attempt to

II According to Segovia, p. 1, literary criticism did not
begin to dominate Biblical studies until the 1980's.

n segOVia, "TowllIrds a New Direction," p. 2.
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recreate the (hypothetical) previous form of the Fourth

Gospel.))

The incr~asin~ application of literary criticise to

biblical studies has, however, begun to effect a change in

Johannine studies. Increasingly .. t.he methods of literary

analysis developed by critics, such as Gerard Genette, Seymour

Chatman, Wayne Booth, and Shlomith Rimmon-Kenan, are being

applied to the text of the Fourth Gospel. Among the most

comprehensive works analyzing the Fourth Gospel according to

the principles of literary criticism are R. Alan culpepper's

Anatomy of the Fourth Gospel and Jeffrey Lloyd Staley's The

Print's First Kiss. The devotion of a recent edition of

Semeia to literary analysis of the Fourth Gospel attests to

the change in focus that is taking place in Johannine

studies . .M

This thesis, then, takes the form of a literary-critical

analysis of John 4:1-42, using thro term literary criticism to

refer to the examination of the literary elements and

strategies present in the text. This meC\ns that the text of

John 4: 1-42 will be treated as a literary, rather than a

historical, unit. The thesis will not deal with l,Juestions

regarding the historical situation which produced the text,

l) Robert Tomson Fortna, The Fourth Gospel and its
Predecessor (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1988).

).I Semeia 53 (1991).
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social locus of the

6uthor(s)/redactor(s) who may have contributed to the present

form of the text. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to

discuss any hypothetical previous torms ot the text, or to

search for evidence that the text may have been rearranged or

rewritten. Instead, the annlysis will proceed from the

premise that the Fourth Gospel is intelligible and meaningful

in its present form,)) and that John 4:1-42 in particular is

a cohesive narrative appropriate for literary analysis. By

analyzing the components of this narrative, I hope to explain

how the text conveys meaning.

To this end I ",ill .he dealing with the communication of

the meaning of the narrative as it is embedded in the text; it

is beyond the bounds of my argument to attempt to suggest what

meaning tha text Ilay have held for its original readers, or to

determine whether the author(s) intended the text to work in

this way. That is, whether or not the author(s) made a

deliberate, conscious choice to include particular narrative

elements and strategies, it is sufficient for my analysis to

note that thase narrative strategies are present in the text

and that they work together to convey meaning. This thesie,

then, deals with what Umberto Eco has called the "intention of

)j To specify, the form of the text with which I shall be
concerned is the 26th edition of the Nestle-Aland Novum
Testamentum graece.
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the text. ,,"" I, therefore, will take the position that meaning

is located in the text, whether or not the meaning intended by

the author can be recovered.

In referring to the reader of the text, I do not mean to

indicate a p..lrticular "real," flesh-and-blood reader, nor any

of its historical readers, but a textually-created "implied"

reader. J7 In other words, when I refer to the text's

manipulation of the reader, I do not intend to argue that the

text is actually rea..:t this way, but only that the text sets

itself up to be read in this way. Although I will deal with

the text's ability to convey meaning to a reader, I

nevertheless do not take the extreme position (sometimes taken

by reader-response critics) that meaning is entl.L"aly the

product of the reader or of an interpretive community; meaning

is doubtless produced by the interaction of a reader with a

text, but this necessitates that the text provide narrative

devices capable of conveying meaning with which the reader can

interact. The examination of .:'.Jhn 4: 1-42 that follow8 will,

therefore, focus on "the textual constraints and strategies of

the text. ".\~ In particular it will focus on the three

36 Umberto Eco, lIInterpretation and History" in
Interpretation and overinterpretation, Stefan COllini, ed.
(Cambridge: Cambridge university Press, 1992), p. 25.

)7 CuIpl:..lper, Anatomy, p. 7.

}J segovia, "Towards a New Direction," p. 16.
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narrative elements referred to above: the narrator, the

characters, and the use of time.

By eXi!lmininq these three elements, I will attempt to

argue that the strategy of the text is to emphasize the

reader's external position, not in order to stress the

impossibility of grasping the text's meaning, but to

manipUlate the reader into reaching that meaning. By

stressing the reader's superior understanding in contrast to

the Samaritan woman, by inserting narrative asides that

underline the reader's "outside" position, and by setting up

prolepses that will not be fulfilled in text-time (and can,

therefore, only be fulfilled in some external future occupied

by the character. Jesus, but by no other character), the text

suggests that its true meaning can only be grasped by the

reader, and that this meaning is found in the identification

of one of its charactlolrs, Jesus.



2 Q THE NARRATOR IN THE TEXT

Before discussing the role played by the narrator in the

text of the Fourth Gospel, it is necessary to distinguish the

narrator from the author and the implied author. The bplied

author is ultimately responsible for the arrangement of the

text, for the decision to include certain elements and exclude

others, but rather than being a real flesh-and-blood author,

the implied author is constructed by the reader. That is, the

reader pieces together an image of the implied author from the

elements of the text, hypothesizing that the standards and

norms of the text ret'lect the standards and norJD~ of the

hperson" responsible for its creation; this imaginary "person"

that the reader puts together is the implied author. The

implied author stands on the other side or the text trolll the

reader and has no direct contact with the reader, only here,

too, the reader is "bplied," a hypothesized "SOIl.80ne" capable

of picking up all the text's signals and fitting them together

into a complete, composite picture of the author. The implied

author by itselfl has no means of communication, no

, I say "itself" rather than "himself" or "herself"
because although the reader will probably assiyn a gend9r to
his/her construct ot the implied author, properly speaking it
is only an element ot the text and is not male or female.
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'/OiC9, 1 The implied author is also distinguished from the

real author, who created the text (and in doing so created the

implied author) and uses it as his/her means of communicating

with the reader.

The narrator is the means by which the implied author

communicates; the narrator is the text's voice. As such,

every text has a na'l" ~:ator, eVli!n when the text appears to be

merely reporting what took place or what was said by the

characters:

Even when a narrative text presents passages of pure
dialogue, manuscript found in a bottle, or forgotten
letters and diaries, there is in addition to the speakers
or \.,ri":'ers of this discourse a "higher" narratorial

~~;~~~~;rbi~~~fP~~~i~~it::~r:~~~~~~t' the dialogue or

Gerard Genette makes a similar point when he argues that there

is no true mimesis; no narrative can "show," as opposed to

"tell," its story. Even the most highly mimetic narrative

text, which appears to merely transcribe conversation and

which hels no overt indicZltions thZlt the narrator is present,

merely creates the illusion of mimasis, for the fact that the

narrative is textual means that it is being "reported" or

1 Shlomith Rimmon-Kenan, Narrative Fiction: contemporary
Poetics (New York: Routledge, 1992), p. 87.

J Ibid., p. 88.
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"transcribed."· The voice that reports what was said is that

of the narrator.

The necassi ty of having a narrator through which the

implied author may "speak" is a function of written narrative.

If the narrative of John 4:1-42 were to be filmed, rather than

recorded textually, there wou'.d be moments when the narrator

would be present--as a voice-ov;;lr giving such information as

in VV. 2-6--and times when the narrator would disappear and

allow the characters to speak for themselves as in vv. 22-24.

Indeed, in a film, the narratorial voice need not be used at

all, since a filOli is capable of showing whatever actions the

narrator tells in the text. Since John 4:1-42 is a narrative

text, the narrator's voice is always present; even when the

characters appear to speak for themselves, it is actually the

narrator's voice that reports what they said.

2.1 NARRATIVE LEVELS

Any narrative may be said to contain at least two levels

of narration: the level at which the act of narrating takes

place, which is called the extradiegetir level, and the level

at which the events being narrated take place, the level of

4 Gerard Genette, Narrative Discourse: An Essay in Method
(Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, 1980), pp. 163
164.
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the story, which is called the diegetic level.' In addition,

SOlDe narratives contain further levels of narration, as

characters within the diegetic narrative themselves act as

narrators; the second-deg-ree narratives told by these

characters are said to take place at a hypodiegetic level.'

within John -4: 1-42 there are at least two instances in which

the characters act as narrators. The first occurs in 'Iv. 28-

29 (ltr/l~K£1I O~II 1~1I v5piQII Qi.rTij~ ~ )'Vl'ij tal O:1t~)'OH d~ 1~1I

lfOAH I:al M'Yl~ fait; aIlOpW1l0!\, ,o,CVT! i5(T( (U,OpWIIOII at; cinh

/tOI mhrQ baa broil/oa, $1*11 ohot; f:OUIl /) Xp~O'T6r;;) when the

Samaritan woman relates a highly compressed account of her

encounter with Jesus to the people in the city. The second is

Jesus' discourse' in 'IV. 34-38:

h~'Y€~ aUToiC 11 'I"uoil<;, 'Epoll ~pwlJ6 ~UTlJI ilia 110f~OW TO
On"jJa Toil Jt~IJ""aIlTot; jJ€ «al HhflWO'W aUTou TO (P')'OJI. oux
ujJtit; M')'tH OTI ·ETI HTpajJ",6<; €CHIII «01. 0 OtPIUj.lO<;
'pxt1at; i60iJ hE')'W UPill, €JtapaH ToUt; 04l0ahjJOU' Uj.lWII «ai
Otlt.oao8t TtlI;' xwpat; OU htu~a( EtOIIl ll'POC OtptOjJO,. ~6"

I> hpijwII /J~o8011 ha/J(J&HI ~ai oUllaYfi ~ap'lTol' Ett; jW~JI
aiWIIIOII, lI'a b o'ITdpwJI O/Jou XaipV ~ol b 8tpijwII. fv ')'ap
TOUTIi' 0 hO')'ot; fadll ah"Olllot; OTI ·A>.>.ot; faTi" b ul1dpWII

J Rimlllon-Kenan, Nlirrative Fiction, p. 91.

6 Ibid" p. 92.

1 Although Jesus' discourse may not immediately be
recognized as a narrative, it does fit Rim,Alm-Renan's
definition of narrative as the narration of a succession of
events (p. 2); it is "narration" because it is a verbal
communication between Jesus and his disciples, and it relates
a succession of events (the so\~er has sown, the fields are
ripe for harvest, the reaper gathers fruit and receives
wages), although the order in which the events are related is
not the same as the order in which they occur.
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11'01 l't)..}..or; b Of-pi!"",,,. f'YW Q17~O'Tt:I}..a uJ!iu; Of.pite,,, (; OUX
v/.u;:ir; /(/l/cOfl'tciKau" &)..hOt Kf.KOfl"drKaU'" "al UJ!€io; (to; T"P
"orro/l au,..w., EloeA,.,A!iOcrTf..

In this discourse Jesus uses metaphors of sowing and

harvesting in his speech to "he disciples.

The presence of a hypodiegetic level of narration can be

explained by examining the function that these narratives

Shlomith Rimmon-Kenan, in Narrative Fiction:

contemporary Poetics, lists three functions of hypodiegetic

narrative: the actional function, the explicative function,

and the thematic function.~ The first of these, actional

function, concerns the ability of the hypodiegetic narrative

to advance the action occurring at the diegetic level. The

second, the explicative function, occurs when the story told

at the hypodiegetic level explains in some way the events at

the diegetic level. Finally, when the elements of the

hypodiegetic narrative are in some way parallel or analogous

to the elements at the diugetic level, the hypodiegetic

narrative is said to serve a thematic function. ~

The hypodiegetic narratives in the text of John 4: 1-42

can be shown to serve all three of these functions. For

example, when the Samaritan woman relates her narrative to the

samaritans, she advances the action at the diegetic level (the

'Ibid., pp. 92-93.

9 Ibid., pp. 92-93.
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level at which her storytelling occurs) by causing the

Samaritans to leave the city to go s~e Jesus; her narrative

therefore serves an actional function. A second example of

the actional function occurs when Jesus relates his "harvest"

narrative; the process of his narration is itself an action at

the diegatle level, occurring at the flame time that the

samaritan woman tells her story. Jesus' narrative to the

disciples also serves an explicative function, because it to

some degree explains the events that are occurring at the

diegetic level. That is, it explains, in metaphorical

language, what he and the disciples are doing, and What they

are trying to accomplish through their actions: a "harvest. n

This "harvest" metaphor leads to the third, thematic function

of Jesus' hypodiegeti,;: narrative. The narrative of the events

'=Jf the harvest, telling of the sower who labours and the

re"\per who gathers fruit now that the fields are ripe, is

analogous to the events occurring at the diegetic level.

Jesus has so....n the seeds for the harvest through his encounter

with the Samaritan ....oman, and their conversation (in which he

helped her to correctly identify him) is about to produce a

"harvQst" of believers, the Samaritans, II!

III The events/elements of Jesus' hypodiegetic narrative
are also analogous to the events occurring at the
extradiegetic level, that is, the level at which the narration
of the Fourth Gospel occurs; the "sowing" can be seen as
parallel to the act of narrating, while the "harvest" is
equivalent to the text's transformation of the reader into a
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2.2 THE LEVELS OF NARRATORS

In addition to the levels of narrative, the narrator may

also be said to be at one of two levels. The narrator who is

above the level of his narrative--that is, who relates the

narrative but who does not participate in it--is an

extradiegetic narrator, while the narrator who also occupies

a place within the story he tells--if he/she is a character

who participates in events at the diegetic level--is an

intradieqetic narrator. II Genette further points out that the

narratee always occupies the same level as the narrator; an

intradiegetic narrator addresses his narrative to an

intradiegetic narratee, and so forth. II For example, when the

Samaritan woman tells of her encounter with Jesus, she is an

intradiegetic narrator, because she is a character in her own

narrative; her listeners, the samaritans,

narratees.

intradiegetic

The categorization Of narrators poses an interesting

problem for an analysis of the Fourth Gospel: is the narrator

of the Fourth Gospel extradiegetic or intradiegetic? There is

no indication in the text that the narrator is a character in

member of the believing community.

11 Rimmon-Kenan, Narrative Fiction, pp. 94-95. Further
distinctions are possible, such as hypodiegetic and hypo
hypodiegetic narrators, but these are not pertinent to an
analysis of the Fourth Gospel.

12 Genette, Narrative Discourse, pp. 259-260.
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his narrative, until chapter 21; in v. 24 COho, EaTII' 0

lJa(J7IT~( b ~apTvpw" "(pl 'l"our""I' K(d b 'Ypaifar; fauTCt, Kal oiOa,llfP

O'l"t &).,,011';' avtou ~ /JapTlJp(a. Eodv) the narratorU is said to

know a "disciple" who "testifies," that is, bears witness to

the truth of the events narrated. In order for the narrator

to be in any way in contact with such a disc~pl~, the narrator

would have to "exist" on the same level a'.\ th.'l~ disciple, or

in other words, would have to be an intradiegetic narrator.

This contradicts the narrator's omniscient quality in the rest

of the narrative.

An omniscient narrator is one who has knowledge of

everything pertaining to the narrative, including characters'

unvoiced thoughts, their motivations, events that occur when

a character is alone and no other character is there to

observe them, and events that occur simultaneously in

different locations. 14 The narrator of John 4:1-42 is

obviously an omniscient narrator, able to report both what the

Pharisees heard and what really happened (vv. 1-2), that Jesus

feels tired (v. 6), the unvoiced questions of the disciples

(v. 27), and the simultaneous conversations between the woman

and the Samaritans in the city (vv. 28-30) and between Jesus

13 Although the text says "we know" there is only one
narrator; even if the narrator seems to speak for a group of
people, there is only one narraturial voice responsible for
telling the story.

14 Rimmon-Kenan, Narrative Fiction, p. 95.
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and the disciples at the well (vv. 31-38). Such a narrator

must be extradlegetic, since only a narrator occupying a level

"a'Jove" the events narrated would have access to all this

information. If, 1\S is claimed in 21:24, the narrator is

intradiegetic, his omniscience in the rest of the narrative

remains difficult to explain. IS

The narrator is able to know everything that relates to

his narrati.ve because of his position in time with respect to

the events narrated. The narrator I s distance from the events

means that the importance and outcome of each event is already

known; the narrator can therefore dwell on the important

events and pass over the trivial.

The sense of the narrator's complete control of the
story, exemplified by his omniscience and omnipresence,
is also intensified by his retrospective view. The
events which he c<Otscribes took place in the past and he
relates them in the past tenses of the Greek language.
He is therefore in the position to create a coherent
narrative which omits less salient features of the story
in favour of highlighting wh'1t is important for
understanding .... 16

The narrator's perspective has the effect of involving the

11 To answer that the narrator receives his information
from the disciple mentioned in 21: 24 is unsatisfactory, since
the problem of explaining the narrator's omniscience remains.
At no point earlier in the text are attempts made to explain
the intradiegetic narratorls extensive knOWledge, or the
apparent omniscience of the disciple of 21: 4:4; for example,
the text does not claim that the disciples later reported
their unvoiced questions (4: 27) to anyone, or that the
Pharisees reported their misinformation (4:1).

16 Margaret Davies, Rhetoric and Reference in the Fourth
Gospel (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1992), p. 40.
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reader in th"'. events being narrated; because the narrator

already knows the outcome of the narrative, each event gains

something of the significance of the whole.

The narrator's "post-Easter perspective"l? means that he

is aware of the s~gnificance of the Samaritan woman's

tentative identification of Jesus (John 4:29: AfilTE i6fU;

XPlOTot;;) and of the Samaritans belief in Jesus (John 4:42:

Tll T€ j'1JI'c:u.d H.f-Y0V OTt OVoI:E-rt 6dl f~" ail" hahdlll' 'Il'IOHUO~H;V,

aVTol "(bop al("'1"aa~fjl "at oi6aj.lEv OTt (lL.iOc; £OT(I' ah'10i:.II; b "WT~p

TOU "00'1-1011). By focusing the reader's attention on this

identification of Jesus, by relating in detail the

conversation which takes ~lace between Jesus and the Samaritan

woman, the narrator recreates in the text the pl"OCeSS by which

the Samaritan characters come to accept Jesus' identity. Just

as Jesus guides the Samaritan woman's identification of him,

the narrator (whose retrospective perspective is such that, at

the moment of narration, Jesus I identity has already been

verified by the events that unfolded) is able to guide the

reader to make a similar identifil... :tion.

The Fourth Gospel is an unusual narrative in that it has,

in addition to its omniscient narrator, an omniscient

17 George W. MacRae, quoted in Gail R. QIDay, Revelation
in the Fourth Gospel (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1986), p.
5.
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character, Jesus, who is defined by the narrative as the son

of God, has awareness of future events (including a future

outside the narrative of which he is a part) and of events

that precede his life on earth, knolt/ledge of both earthly and

heavenly things, and is aware of other characters' thoughts

(and of their actions in his absence) .11 Jesus is aware of

the Samaritan woman's marital statuo;;, for example, even though

she tries to conceal her situation (John 4:16-18: At')'Et c:ril'rV.

wYrHI-yE t/lwlIJjaoll rOil apopa 0'0\1 /(al EJ..O~ EJi06:6€. arrEKpiS." 11 'YUI'I/

Kal dlTEV aiIT~, Diu, EXW lI.vopa. Af:')'Et aurv b . Il'faout;', KaAwt;

final; ;)1't 'Apopa ou" EX"" lThTE 'Yap opopat; eaxEt; Kal IIflII 011

narrator's claims for Jesus' omniscience, rather than

straining the narrative's credibility, reinforces the stance

the narrator takes towards the events he narrates. The

narrator and the omniscient character back each other up in

their claims for Jesus t identi.ty.

This agreement between the narratorts omnisr.l~nt

perspective and that of his chief protagonist, J..:' 'loS,
adds enormously to the didactic power of the narrative.
A single vision is doubly reinforced. 19

This shared omniscient perspective means that presumably

the narrator understands Jesl,;,s' speech even when the

characters surrounding Jesus do not. CUlpepper points out,

I. Davies, pp. 38-39.

19 Ibid., p. 39.
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for example, tbat in Jolm 11: 11 the disciples misunderstand

Jesus' metaphor, but the narrator is able to explain it. llI

The shared perspective of Jesus and the narrator makes the

narrator's interpretati-.m of Jesus' speech highly reliable.

In light of the narrator' 5 apparent knowledge of what Jesus'

metaphors mean, it seems significant that the narrator omits

an explanation of the metaphors in Jesus' discourse in John

4:32-36.

2.3 THE PRESENCE OF THE NARRATOR

A narrator may be classified as either overt or covert:

overt narrators are those who draw attention to their presence

in the text, while covert narrators are those whose

narratorial voice is scarcely perceptible (so much so that

Seymour Chatman refers to "non-narrated" stories, those in

which the features that betray the narrator' s presence are

minimal or absent).ll Chatman lists four signs that indicate

the narrator's presence. These are, in ascending order from

the weakest indicator to the strongest, set descriptions

(inclUding the identification of characters), temporal

summaries, reports of what the charto<;:ters did not sayar

20 culpepper, Anatomy, p. 34.

21 Seymour Chatman, Story and Discourse (Ithaca: Cornell
University Press, 1980), p. 198.
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think,:n and ethos and commentary. 2) Chatman also deals ....ith

implicit commentary, such as the presence of an ironic

narrator. 24

Set descriptions act as indicators of the narrator' 5

presence when they are not mediated by a character. If the

setting is described as seen by the character, the narrator

remains unobtrusive, but if an explicit description is given,

from an "outside" perspective (from a perspective that clearly

does not belong to one of the characters), then it is obvious

that it is the narrator who provides the description. 1' The

description in John 4:6 (~v en fHi 7Tl'J'Y~ tou 'lal:wtL ;, o~"

lI'l'J'YU. wpa ~I' 10' hrll) of Jesus sitting by the well is clearly

provided by the narrator, since there is no other character

present to observe the scene that contains Jesus. Although

the narrator would be ultimately responsible for communicating

the information even if the description of the scene were

att,ributed to another character (if, for example, the text

read, "The Samaritan woman saw Jesus sitting by the well"),

the narrator I s presence is more noticeable in instances when

11 Descriptions of what the characters did say or think
are included under the category of set descriptions.

1.\ Ibid., pp. 219-228.

1~ Ibid., pp. 228-237.

1J Ibid., p. 219.
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the description is provided directly by the narrator.

Chatman includes the narrator's identification of

characters under his discussion of set description. HI When a

character appears on the scene, the narrator's presence is

given away by the identification of tha;; character. In John

4:7 (~Ep)(Hal 'Yuv~ h Til' tap-ap£iac QI'TAl)OClI u&wp. Ml'f:1 avril

b 'l'1oovC, .:16, !JOt "fi.V), when the Samaritan wOllan comes to

draw water, her direct identification as the Samaritan woman

(rather than as a woman) reveals that someone is aware of her

identity: that someone 1s the narrator.

Temporal summaries occur when story-events that may be

supposed to have taken place over a length of time are

narrated very briefly. or when the narrator attempts to

account for events that occurred at the same time as other

events in the story,V The Samaritan woman's journey froll the

well to the city is related in one brief sentence (v. 28:

c'rofli"cu ou .. Til' v6pial' aVf~~ ~ 'YIII'~ KOl 6:'Il'~)"8H d~ T"" 'Il'O)..ll'

ral )..f-yt"t T"oi~ o.II8pWtlOl~l; the Samaritans' journey froll the

city back to the well receives a similar treatment (v. )0:

i:~i!)"8o,. £.or T"~~ ,"o)..€W~ nj i!PXOIITo ,"pelf; aVT"o,,), In v. Jl ('e"

Tt;l JUTa~t lIPWTWII aVToII 01 ~a8'1faj ).,~'YOIITl!', , Pal3lH, ¢&"If.), the

narrator explains that the Samaritan woman's conversation with

26 Ibid., pp. 221~222,

71 Ibid., pp. 222-225.
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the samaritans, and the trips to and from the city, occurred

while Jesus spoke to the disciples. The narrator is

responsible for the decision that certain events warrant only

brief descriptions, and it is the narrator who attempted to

solve the "problem of transition't21 between the scenes of vv.

27-30 and VV. 31-38.

A description of what the characters did not say or think

reveals the presence of a narrator who possesses this

knowledge, since unuttered thoughts (or unconscious thoughts)

could not be noted by the surrounding characters. 19 Thus the

reader is made aware that the "voice" of John 4: 27 (Ko:i hri

To6f~ ~AOa,.. at j.laOljTai avrotl Kal fBauJ.laroll OTt J.j.Ha ')'l1va~"o~

tAbAft. oil6d<; J.I~IITOL Ei7ff:V, T( fl1TE'i,<; il rl )..QAdl; PH'

aiJT~r;;) is that of the narrator, Who is capable of knowing the

question that the disciples refrained from asking. similarly,

the narrator's presence is revealed in v. 8 (ni "(lip }lQ0"l'foi

au.,.oil alTE~"I~110EIOaV El~ dil' nO}..tv iva 'fporfllt~ Q10paawO'lv); it

must be the narrator who offers the explanation of the

disciples r whereabouts, s· nee the text does not indicate that

Jesus is thinking or speaking about their location, nor that

the Samaritan woman knows about them.

Under ethos and commentary Chatman deals with the

1J Ibid., p. 223.

29 Ibid., pp. 225-226.
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narrator's attempts to interpret or explain events, and with

indications of the narrator's jUdgements of characters and

events. Jll The explanation of the disciples I wherea.bouts in

John 4:8, and the COllment on social relations between Jews and

Sa.aritans in John 4:9 (Hoyt'l 001' aUf,*, it "f""" it :E0J10piTiI;, nw"
oil 'lou6aio(' WI' 1fllP' Ej.lOV lUi, aiTEil; 'Y1.'I'ouo(' Eaj.lopirlhl;

oua",; ou y&p oV'YXPWI'TQI • lou6etio! :EO,liOpiTCU('l, are examples

of commentary by the narrator. '"'he interjection in John 4:2

(--KaiToqt' . I ,,0 0 ill; aUTol; oh E/UmTltfIJ O:h~' oj /,£QO'llrat aUfou

--I is a jUdgement by the narrator, whose omniscient

perspective enables him to evaluate the information heard by

the Pharisees and note that it is wrong; a further negative

jUdgement of the Pharisees' ability to J<now and recO<jnize the

truth is implied.

The Juhannine narrator, then, displays examples of all of

Chatman's signs of overtness. The most notable and the most

significant of these are the interjections of the narrator's

jUdgement and information on social norms into narrative. The

overt narrator intrudes on the narrative to providl! the reader

with information concerning the social norms, values and

beliefs that exist in the world of the text. 'l such

information is more reliable when it is provided by the

JO Ibid., pp. 226-228.

Jl Ibid., p. 241.
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narrator, since characters may distort information, lack

certain information, or hold beliefs that are not predominant

in the text (of course, narrators can also be unreliable, but

there is no indication in the Fourth Gospel that the

narrator's information or values diverge from those of the

implied author). The inclusion of such information in the

text makes of the text a complete world, whose norms and

values are accessible to the reader without reference to the

sociocultural setting that produced the text. That the

narrator includes such information, breaking the flow of

narrative events to do so, indicates that the narratee is not

e)(pected to possess this information. The implied author's

use of such an overt narrator makes the narrative, and the

implied author's stance towards the events narrated,

accessible to the reader; the reader is able to piCk lip the

cues embedded in the text that indicate what is "normaIl' in

the world of the text and what is extraordinary, and that

shape the reader's jUdgement of the events and characters.

2.4 GENETTE' S NARRATIVE FUNCTIONS

Gerard Genette listed five functions of the narrator, the

first of Which, the narrative function, referred to the

narrator's obvious responsibility for narrating, for actually

telling the story, but the remaining four of which were

exr.ranarrative functions. These he labelled the directing
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function, the function of communication, the testimonial

function or function of attestation, and the ideological

function. n

The first of these, the directing function, concerns the

narrator's metaling-uistic or metanarrative comments that draw

attention to the text· s "articulations, connections,

interrelationships, in short, its internal organization."'!.!

The best example of this within the Fourth Gospel occurs in

chapter 21, in which the exclusion of some material from the

narratjve is referred to and explained (v. 25: 'EaTI" H Kat

&A~Q 7fO~>"O: a broi'lO'I$II ;, 'lllO'OU\. aTII'a bh YP(rqlllHU KaO' h,

OV~· aUTo" oillOI TO/l KOO'L!Oll )(Wp~aCH TO: ....pa4loJlua (jl{j>..ia).

The second function, that of communication, is perhaps

the most important tor the Johannine narrator. This function

refers to the narrator's relationship with and effect on the

narratee (and, thus, on the implied reader, since all of the

narrator's Roves are controlled by the implied author, and are

therefore Ultimately directed at the reader):

The function that concerns the narrator's orientation
toward the narratee.M--his care in establishing or

II Genette, N,n-l"ative Discourse, pp. 255-256.

l] Ibid., p. 255 .

.M That Genette tends to blur the distinctions between
reader and narratee is made clear in his statement that: "The
third aspect is the narrating situation itself, whose two
protagonists are tho narratee--present, absent, or implied-
and the narrator." (Genette, p_ 255) The narratee, if
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_aintaining with the narratee a contact, indeed, a
dialogue ... --recalls both Jakobson's "phatic" (veritying
the contact) and his "conative" (acting on the receiver)
functions.))

Cenette mentions the possibility that for certain narrators

the function of communication is more important than the basic

narrative function. These narrators are "always turned toward

their public and often more interested in the relationship

they maintain with that public than in their narrative

itself .... ".16 This is certainly true of the Johannine

narrator, whose narrative exists not for the sake of telling

a story but to bring about a certain effect on the

list-ener/reader (as is clearly stated in 20:31: 7"(ZV1'"Q U

'Y~'YPQ",..al iva l'I'tOUUO'lU O'l't • l'laou," £a.,." b Xpla'l'ol;' 0 via,"

'l'OU 8£ou. uti iva 'lfIO'l'€UOJ'u," tWljJ' ~XlJU fop 'I'~ j)p6~a'l't au'l'ou).

When the characters within John 4: 1-42 act as narrators, they

too are concerned primarily with this function ot

communication: the Samaritan woman telling the Samaritans of

her encounter with Jeous, and Jesus telling the disciples of

the cOllling "harvest," are attempting to affect a change within

distinguished from the implied reader and the real reader, is
an element of the text; it is always "implied" and can never
be "absent." Some of the characteristics that Genette
attributes to the narratee, therefore, such as the ability to
respond to textual manoeuvres designed to initiate a dii!'logue
and affect the receiver, I consider more appropriatl"! to a
discussion of the reader.

J' Ibid., pp. 255-256.

)10 Ibid., p. 256.
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their listeners. to change their relationship to the

narrative, their beliefs, and therefore their very identity.

Genette's third extranarrative function, refers to the

relationship the narrator maintains with the material he

narrates;

It may take the form simply of an attestation, as when
the narrator indicates the source ot his information, or
the degree of precision of his own melllories, or the
feelings which one or another episode awakens in hill'l.J1

The narrator of John 4: 1-42 does not indicate from where he

has obtained his information (indeed, he possesses information

about cha:cacters' unvoiced thoughts a'ld motivations whose

source cannot be explained), but his possession of such

privileged information indicates that he k.nows the truth about

the information he narrates. The narrator' s stance toward his

narrc..:ive is, thQrefore, that it is unquestionably true and

important for the readers/listeners to hear.

The rinlll extranarrative runction, the ideological

function, is also iJllportant for an ztnalysis of John 4:1-42.

While the narrator obviouSly attempts to communicate a

particUlar ideology to the reader, he does not do so through

"the more didactic form of an authorized commentary on the

action, nlll but uses indirect means to sway the reader's

opinion. This didactic function is the reason the narrator

l1 Ibid., p. 256.

II Ibid., p. 256.
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attempts, through sharing inside information and ironies, to

gain the reader's trust. The transformation of the reader

(from an "outsider" to an lIinsider," a member of the believing

community) is only possible if the reader is willing to follow

the narrator's cues.

2.5 THE NARRATOR I S USE OF IRON'i

The implied reader I s trust in the narrator' 5 reliability

and reliance on the narrator's omniscient, retrospective

viewpoint allows the narrator to communicate irony to the

reader. The reader' 5 attention is drawn to the presence of

irony in the text by what Culpepper refers to as the "various

nods. winks, and gesturps"J9 thrown out by the narrator.

Specifically, the irony in the Fourth Gospel is underlined by

what Gail R. O'Day would classify as intratextual signals of

irony, that is, the irony can be detected with reference to

the text itself, and a knowledge of the sociocultural or

historical context is not needed in order to detect the

presence of irony.

Intratextual signals run the full gamut of literary and
stylistic techniques. Some of the most important
indicators are an abrupt change in style or tone, the use
of words with double meanings and textual ambiguity, and
the use of rhetorical questions, understatement,
overstatement, parody, paradox, repetition, and

:w CUlpepper, Anatomy, p. 151.
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Jletaphor ....

The Johann!ne narrator I s use of irony serves both to increase

the reader's reliance on/trust in the narrator, and to help

the reader IInderstand the text. In this sense the irony in

the Fourth Gospel is performativei41 that is, it has a role to

play in the text's communication of meaning to the reader.

An example of irony in the text is the Samaritan woman's

extended conversation with Jesus (John 4:7-26). In which she

continually misunderstands what Jesus is saying to hor,

understands but misses the implications or what is being said,

or attempts to conceal i.nformation (to be ironic) by speaking

obliquely but fails because Jesus understands too well what

she has said (for example, that she "has no husband"). The

conversation is ironic because it contains two levels or

meaning, a straightforward, earth-bound sense and a "hiqher,"

metaphorical sense. The samaritan woman is aware of only one

level of .eaning, she understands the facts of the situation

(for example, discussing W'ater makes sense to her because they

are at a well) but does not recognize that Jesus' language is

metaphorical. The Samaritan woman begins by asking hoW' it 1s

that Jesus, a Jew, has come to ask her for W'ater, and Jesus

responds by initiating a conversation about "living water"

40 O'Day, Revelation, p. 28.

u O'oay, Revelation, p. 30.
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(u6"wp N>v); the Samaritan woman, however, does not follow this

leap into metaphor and continues to be concerned ~lith the

literal, factual elements of the situation: Jesus has no

bucket wl th which to draw water.

In verse 19 (}"f:'Yft "abT<il ~ 'YLlII,j, K6ptE, 6wpw ou l1pat/J,j.'Ir;

d avl the Samaritan woman identifies Jesus as a prophet and

reorients the conversation, turning from the mundane concern

of fetching water from the well to the issue of worship, which

she is aware is the SUbject of disagreement for Jews and

Samaritans (v. 20: ot 'Il"a'f~pEr; ~J.lWV /;v 'I'~ bPH 'foli1'"~

rrpooE,d,P'1/ocrv, "a1 v/Hit; Xt')'Hf OTI h . l€poO'o}"ti~otr; £tal" b

TOlTOr; (mOll lTpOaKIIPfi" 6fi). In her new attempt to enter into

discussion with Jesus she again grasps the bare facts of the

conversation but misses the full implication of what is being

said. She realizes that Jesus' discussion of a time when

"true worshippers will worship the Father in spirit and truth"

(v. 23: CrhM ~PX£1'"CU ~pa Kat vir II ~a"uII, o'l'E at aAJ/BLIIOt

rrpoaKuvJ/Tal rrpOOKUIJ~OOVaLv T~ 11'a:rpi ~V "VEvttOn Kat ahJ/Bdt;t·

Kai 'Yap b 1TQ1~O :rOLovrOIl<; t'IlHi rou<; l1poaKIIIIOUIJra<; auroll) is

related to the Messiah, and obediently produces her store of

knowledge on the SUbject (v. 25: M:yEt ail'r~ ~ yvv,j, OlGa on

MEOalo!; ~PX£1'"al b ht:')'OttEIIO<; Xp~arot;. oral' H.Bll hEillot;,

aVt:lYYfAfi ~#iIJ (maIJ,.-a), but fails to identify Jesus. Jesus'

conversation has revealed that he knows what sort of

worshippers the Father seeks, who the true worshippers are,
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and when this true worship will begin, and his possession or

this knowledge surely implies that he is the Messiah, but

nevertheless he must explicitly identify hiMself to the

Samaritan wo.an. It is interesting to note that he responds

to her inability to understand what he is saying by telling

her who he is. This suggests that he 1s not concerned that

she understand what he says, but rather, that she properly

identify him.

A second example of the inability of other characters to

recognize the metaphorical level of Jesus' conversation o.:::curs

when the disci~les respond to Jesus I comment that "I have food

to eat that you do not know about" (v. 32: 0 H E~'IlEP aUl'oit;.

'Eyw fJPWt1l11 Ex'" 4lCf')'d" ;, i1~Eit; ou" oi6crH) by wondering it

someone has brought him something to eat. Jesus corrects this

misointo.rpretation of the word "food" (l3pi"p.6) and the following

discourse (vv. 34-38) continues to be highly metaphorical.

The text does not indicate whether his correction of the

disciples' initial misunderstanding enables them to correctly

interpret the metaphorical language that follows, or whether

they continue to interpret his speech literally.

If the text's irony is produced by the characters I

failure to grasp both levels of Jesus' conversation, Gail R.

Qlnay has suggested that this in turn stsrns from their lack of

knowledge about both levels of Jesus l identity:

The irony of the Logos is essential to the dynamics of
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revelation in John, because the source of conflicts and
misunderstanding in the Gospel narrative is frequently
the inability of those with whom Jesus speaks to
comprehend both levels of Jesus' identity at once. 41

Therefore the communication of irony to the reader is a

mechanism by which Jesus' identity is revealed. The

narrator' 5 use of irony is thus not only an element of the

story's tone or atmosphere, but is a crucial part of the way

in which the text communicates its meaning.

The narrator makes the reader aware of the irony in the

text in two ways: 1) the jmctaposition of two levels of

meaning in such a way that the reader who tries to interpret

the text on only one level will not be able to make sense of

the words, and 2) Jesus' response to the disciples signals the

reader to be alert for a second, metaphorical level of

meaning,

In the first case, Jesus' answers to the Samaritan

woman's questions are curiously inappropriate, making it

obvious that they are communicating on two different levels.

The reader who tries to read vv. 13-14 ctme"pUlfj '11'IC10V~ I((ll:~

eh1ev avrV, rra~ 0 11[IIWII tx rov lJoaro, rolirotl o~"';'aet 11lrA~II"

;;, 0' all nttl h' roil V6a1'"o~ ou t")'w owa14 QVr~, ov /t~ o~y,;'aet d,

1'"011 aiwlla, &},).,<\ ro 'V6wp " 6wCl'w QUr~ ")'fIIl/C1ETat tv QV1'"~ 1117,,),~

'VOQ1'"O~ !).).o/tt:POti d, rW~II alwII,oll) as a literal response to

the Samaritan woman's remark that Jesus has no bucket and the

u o'Day, Revelation, pp. 6-7.
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well is deep will quickly realize that sOllething other than an

exchange of factual information is taking place in the text.

Similarly, Jesus' harvest discourse, it read literally. would

1lake little sense as a response to the disciples' urging that

he eat something.

Secondly. when Jesus responds to the disciples'

misunderstanding of the word Ilfood" (v. 33: !~f"YOI' OUl' oi

~a8l'f1'Cti. "pol'; lrA.A~AOUc;, Mil ftC; ~1'£'YIl'£" aUT;;' ~a'Y£i.,,;), he

explains that by "food" he means something intangible, rather

than something to eat (v. 34: ).e:yEt aUfoic; 0 'I"oouc;, 'EJ,lbl'

IJpi.,,/lQ f:U1'tV rver 1l'Ot~aw 1'0 IH:AJjI/.Q TOU rrl:pVtallTOr; IU Kat HA€tWoIol

(thrau 1'0 EP'Y0II), thus ensuring that the reader is aware that

Jesus' speech can be metaphorical. When Jesus continues his

discourse the reader is alerted to the fact that the words he

uses (harvest, fields, sower, reapsr) have a second layer of

aeaninq that outweighs the obvious ssnse of the words. As

well, the reader that did not previously notice the

incongruity between the Samaritan woman's earth-bound concerns

and Jesus' responses is made aware, by Jesus' aIHlower to the

question about food, that the earlier dialogue was also being

conducted on two levels.

The apparent discrepancy between what Jesus says and what

the Samaritan woman and the disciples think he means, the

division between the two levels of theIr conversation that

makes nonsense of the responses of the earth-bound characters,
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recalls Wayne Meeks I analysis of the similar encounter between

Jesus and Nicodemus (in John 3:1-10):

Nicodemus plays a well-known role: that of the rather
stupid disciple whose maladroit questions provide the
occasion (a) for the reader to feel superior and (b) for
the sage who is questioned to deliver a discourse. The
genre is widespread in the Greco-Roman world.... In such
contexts, one frequently meets the clichb, "You do not
undnrstand earthly things, and you seek to know heavenly
ones?" This may serve to mock III student wl:1o seeks to know
something beyond his powers, or to rebuke an attempt to
ascend to heaven. ,,4)

The first and primary message of the dialogue is thus
simply that Jesus is incomprehensible to Nicodemus. They
belong to two different worlds, and, despite Nicodemus'
initial good intentions (vs. 2), Jesus' world seems quite
opaque to him. 41

Margaret Davies makes a similar point when she says that the

role of characters who misunderstand Jesus is to allo.... readers

to identify with the community of believers who see what the

characters miss. 4l The reader would not, however, be able to

see that the characters were missing anything were it not for

the narrator's skilful juxtaposition of the characters'

straightforward questions with Jesus' metaphorical answers.

What Meeks describes as maladroit questions can only be seen

as such by the. reader with the help of an intrusive narrator.

When t.he Samaritan woman asks how a Jew has come to ask her,

a samaritan, for water, JesuB' response (v. 10: arr€Kpi61/

tl Meeks, "The Man from Heaven," p. 53 .

... Ibid., p. 54.

~J Davies, Rhetoric and Reference, p. 364.
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'II/ool/(; Kat du€I' avril, Ei V6fl~ 'fijI' 6wpdJl' fOV hoil /Coi 'fit:;

EauJ' 0 M:'Y~" aOt, .6.610 ~Ol '/I'd", at! ltv V1?joot; o:il'rov KQi l6w/{EV

lzv 001 ilGt<lp rwv) is clearly not answering the question on the

level at whlch it was asked. Taken on the literal,

commonsense level of the Samaritan woman's question, the

answer would be nonsense, and the reader cannot help but seQ

this.

Thus, the reader recognizes that the samaritan woman's

understanding is wrong--that "living water" is not something

to be drawn out of the well. This is nat, however, because

the reader knows precisely what the "living water ll is. Like

most Johannine metaphors, this one remains partially obscured,

and the reader senses that the "living water" is something of

great signific'lnce (such as salvation or knowledge) without

having any specific interpretation of the term confirmed by

the text. similarly, the reader knows that, when the

disciples wonder among themselves whether anyone has brought

Jesus something to eat, they are interpreting "food"

inappropriately. Yet even when Jesus tells them what he means

by "food" he does not explain himself fUlly (he does not say

who sent him, or tell the disciples what the Father's will

is), and his speech contains other words (harvest, fields,

reaper, labour) which the reader recognizes as metaphors, but

whose meaning is not explicitly explained.

Gail R. 0' Day, in Revelation in the Fourth Gospel,
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presupposes that the function of Johannine irony is to move

the reader from one level of interpretation to another, or in

other words, to have the reader understand the second level of

meaning:

Just as every ironic statement requires an act of
judgement on the reader' 8 part to size up both levels of
meaning and to make the correct move from the lite::al to
the intended meaning. Jesus as revealer presupposes the
same dynamic of understanding:

Jesus said, "For jUdgement I came into this world,
that those who do not see may see, and that those
who see may become blind." (John 9:39)

Jesus as revealer challenges customary concepts of
perception. The roles of those who see and do not see
may be reversed. Those who encounter .1esus· revealing
words will either become "blind" to them and be unable to
move beyond the literal level or will "receive sight" and
be able to make the necessary judgements and movement to
comprehend both levels of his statements. The
responsibili ty for the interpretation of Jesus' words is
placed on each individuaL ... 46

This ia not, however, within the section of the text discussed

above (John 4:7-15 and 4:31-38). Although the narrator makes

it clear that the characters are interpreting Jesus' words

incorrectly, are taking him too literally, a correct meaning

is not always supplied by the text. Jesus tells the Samaritan

woman what "living water" does but not exactly what it is, and

tells the disciples what he meant by "food" but not What he

meant by "harvest. II The text's failure to include an

explanation of Jesus t metaphors can be interpreted in one of

two ways: either the "correct, to other-worldly meaning of

46 o'Day, Revelation, p. 8.
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Jesus' speech is assumed to be so readily apparent that

explanation is necessary, or the exact (second-level) meaning

of Jesus I speech is not what is important. The first

possibility, that the hplied author never conceived that any

reader liouid need help in order to correctly interpret the

second layer of meaning in Jesus' speech, seellls to be ruled

out by the characters' difficulties with interpretation. If

even the disciples misinterpret Jesus' speech, it seems likely

that the reader may also not kno~... what is meant--although the

reader has the advantage of knowing that there is a second

layer of meaning to look for. What, then, is the function of

having the reader know that a second layer or meaning exists,

while not necessarily knowing what that meaning is?

The text uses irony to point out that there is an

underlying significance to J~sus' speech. The text does not,

however, try to explain the meaning of Jesus' speech (although

it does shoW' that there can be misinterpretations at what

Jesus means, that the Samaritan woman and the disciples come

up with the wrong meanings, and that therefore his words do

presumably mean something).

What is important for the working-out of the text's

intentions for the readar is not that the rQader grasp tho

exact meaning of Jesus' metaphors, nor that the reader

understand precisely the second layer or meaning in Jesus'

speech that gives rise to the text's pervasive irony. Instead,
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it is the reader's understanding that irony is occurring that

seems to be of importance to the implied author. It is

llecessary that the reader come to accept that there are two

layers of meaning, one of which is this-worldly, and thus

easily understood by all the characters (leading to their

inappropriately earth-bound questions), and one of which is

other-worldly, and accessible only to Jesus. The other

characters, through their contact with Jesus, may come to

accept that he is the bearer of other-worldly knowledge, and

that his words contain a second level of meaning that reflects

this knowledge. Similarly the reader, in becoming aware of

the irony in the text, is able to see that Jesus' speech

contains multiple meanings. The acceptance of Jesus' identity

(Which leads, as shall be discussed in the next chapter, to

the reader's new identity as an "insider") depends, not on

"correctly" interpreting this second, higher layer of ./;Ieaning,

but on understanding that there is a second meaning concealed

within Jesus' speech. Jesus' identity is revealed by his

possession of other-worldly knowledge, not by his

communication of it; his "true followers ll are those who

recognize and accept that he possesses this knowledge (who, in

ather words, accept his identity), not necessarily those who

share it.

The Samaritan woman is not entirely the victim of the

text's irony, however; her questions become less inappropriate
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and her attempts to understand Jesus I identity and

significance become more accurate. She refuses to passively

play the fool and gropes towards the truth. This refusal on

the part of the Samaritan woman to be merely an element of the

text's irony, and her importance for the reader engaged in a

similar quest for the text's truth, lead to the next stage of

my analysis: the role of the Samaritan woman in the text.



3 0 CHARACTERS IN THE FQRRi'H GOSpEL

As has been mentioned above in Chapter 2, scholars

interested in the historical situation in which the Fourth

Gospel was created have often pointed to the otherworldliness

of the Johannine Jesus, arguing that he is inaccessible and

incomprehensible to the other characters, and that this

division reflects a similar alienation of the Johannine

community from the world around it. Jerome Neyrey, for

example, focussing on the "forensic" language of the Fourth

Gospel, suggests that the interactions between Jesus and the

Jews are confrontations between insiders (Jesus and the true

disciples) and the outsiders, in which those who are outsiders

are identified by their lack of understanding.

One might go so far as to say that the emphatic defence
of Jesus' equality with God functions as a definitive
factor permanently separating Jesus and his audience.
The perspective of equal to God, then, involves
aggressive elements such as a forensic charge and a
defense accentuating the scandal of the charge; the
perspective relishes the division it causes. l

However, having outlined this division between insiders

and outsiders Neyrey does draw attention to the ability of

some characters to cross over, to become insiders through the

evangelization of the other characters, and he refers to the

I Neyrey, p. 104.
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SaDlaritan woman in this context. This is similar to Meeks'

contention that it is possible to "accept" the point of view

of the Fourth Gospel, thus becoming an insider of the

Johann!ne c01lUllunlty and alIenated from the larger world.

Faith in Jesus, in the Fourth Gospel, means a removal
from "the "'orId," because it JIIeans transfer to a
community which has totalistic and exclusive claims ....
The language patterns we have been describing have the
effect, for the insider who lIccepts them, of demolishing
the logic of the world, particularly the world of
Judaism, and progressively emphasizing the sectarian
consciousness. If onE! "believes" what is said in this
book, he is quite literally taken out of the ordinary
world of social reality. Contrariwise, this can hardly
happen unless one stands already within the counter
cultural group or at least in some ambivalent
relationship between it and the larger society.l

Neither Neyrey nor Meeks attempts to explain how tho

transfOrJllation of perspective that enables the reilder to

accept the claillls ot the Fourth Gospel, to move from being an

outsider to being an insider, occurs, although both allow that

this transforlllation can occur. Neyrey points to the Sa.aritan

WOlllan as an example within the text of this type of

conversion. The examination that follows of the characters

involved in this conversion--Jesus and the Samaritan woman--

may reveal their effect upon the reader who witnesses the

woman's transformation from outside,:" to insider.

2 Meeks, pp. 70-71.
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J.l JESUS AS 11 CHARACTER

Jesus' role in the Fourth Gospel is an ambiguous one; in

his conversation with the Samaritan woman he reveals himself

as the revealer. but this is the extent of his revelations.

AS the Messiah, he has stated his role as one who has come

from God and, therefore, can be expected to bear heavenly

kno"'ledge, but he does not share this knowledge with the

Samaritan woman. The closest he comes is in expressing his

knowledge of the future (4:21-23: M .... £~ O:UTU 0 • IlIO'DUC,

fI;O'T£II~ J.!OI, 1'VIIO:I, OTI fPXE:TQt {"pa orE' OUfE €P f~ OpEl fO()'T~

oirrt f:U 'll:pOaOhV~OIC; ll'PO(lI(lI .. ~aE:fE: rip na'rpl. uJ1E:iC;

7tPOO'KIIVfiTE " Dille oloaTE:. ~#E:ir; 1rPOO'ICIII'OU/.U'jI " oloQju.v, 01'(

~ ulJJf~pia £Ie TWI' 'Iolloaiwv (OTt", b:~hlr £PXE'T(t1 wpa KeEl IIUV

EO''I"II', oTE ot aA'10tl'ol 1TPOO'/CIII''1Tal 7TPOO'KIJI'~O'OVO'~v Ti;! fl'lITpl tv

llvElJllaTI Kat aA'10f.i~· /Cal "(ap b llaT~p TOIOUTOV' f'1Hi 10U'

7Tpoa/CVI'OUVTQ~ aUTov), but he does not explain who the true

worshippers will be or what is meant by their worshipping in

spirit and truth. As has already been mentioned, the

Johannine Jesus is an omniscient character, aware of future

events (including the future beyond the narrative), and of the

thoughts and actions of other characters, even When they are

not present. Although he occasionally reveals his omniscience

(as in vv. 21-23, and VV. 16-1S: AE"(t:t o+ril, ~Y1l'o:"(t: q,WV'1O'ov

fOl' &v6po: 0'011 Kal EAO~ hOuSe QlI"t:KpiO,", ~ 1'11"~ Kal eillt"V

aVTt;J, OUK EXw &v6pa. A£l't:t aUf V b 'll1O'otr~, KaAw~ df.,,(~ 0'1"1
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·A,,6pa ou" EXW· IthH -yap &.. 6, Ql; laX!!C' ,(01 JltlI' 0" EX€l(' oU.

Ea1"tll aou h:,.Jjp. 10,,1'0 a),1J61l; Eip".ot;l. he does not atte.pt to

pass on his information or instruct the other characters about

heavenly things.

Jesus' .ain action in John 4: 1-42 consists of his leading

the other characters to identify hi.. correctly; the decision

by the other characters either to accept or to reject his

identity as the Messiah is the dividing line separating

insiders, those who believe, from outsiders. In this sense,

Jesus' importance as a charactel." arises not from what he does

or says, but from the reaction of the other characters to his

presence and speech. Jesus makes carta!n claims for his

identity and knowledge in John 4:1-42, but it is the reaction

of the other characters, their division into insiders or

outsiders, with which the narrative is priaarily concerned.

As Neyrey has pointed out, the Johannine Jesus in his

rol.:' as Messiah (particularly in his emphasis on equality with

God) is an alien character, one which does not see.. to belong

to the sallle world occupied by the earthly characters. l

Nevertheless, although Jesus I status as a heavenly character

is stressed he is shown having descended to earth, surrounded

by human characters whose understanding of who he is is

limited. None ot. the characters surrounding Jesus is like

J Neyrey, pp. 104, 111.
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him, and those who might be expected to understand and accept

the presence of a man "from heaven" exclude him:

As we have seen, the depiction of Jesus as the man "who
comes down from heaven" marks him as the alien from all
men of the world. Though the Jews are "his own," when he
comes to them they reject him, thus revealing themselves
as not his own, but his enemies .... to·

The Johannine Jesus is not fully one thing or another:

he mingles with the earthly characters, but he is descended

from heaven and will return there; he is from God, but walks

among men, many of who reject him. Neither of earth nor in

heaven, Jesus functions as a liminal character: one who stands

poised between two worlds, and is thus uniquely able to

initiate members of world into the other. victor W.

Turner has pointed out that one aspect of the liminal

situation is the communication of s.8cret or sacred

information:

This aspect is the vital one of the communication of the
sacra, the heart or the liminal matter .... Jane Harrison
has shown that in the Greek Eleusinian and Orphic
mysteries this commu\:ication of the sacra has three main
components (1903, 144-160). By and large, this threefold
classification holds good for initiation rites all over
the world. Sacra may be communicated as: (1)
eXhibitions, "what is shown"; (2) actions, "what is
done"; and (J)instructions, "what is said.~

It can immediately be noted that while the miracles may

• Meeks, p. 69.

~ Victor W. Turner, "Betwixt and Between: The Liminal
Period in Rites de Passage" proceeding of the American
Ethnological Society (Seattle: American Ethnological society,
1964) reprinted in The symbolic Analysis of Ritual, p. 239.
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to SOH dl!CJree constitute exhibitions and actions, the

Johann!ne Jesus does not pass on instructions reqardinq such

things as "the real, but secularly secret, natles of the

deities or spirits... the09ony, couogony, and JIIythical

history •.•. -- Even in John 4: 1-42, where Jesus' only action

is conversation with the Samaritan woman, the disciplQc, lind

finally the Samaritans, he does not couunicllte, nor atte.pt

to communicate, such information.

It should also be noted that even the "exhibitions" and

"actions· performed by Jesus in the Fourth Gospel do not

neceuarily have exactly the sallie function alluded to by

Turner, as Jesus does not perform the miracles with the

intention of leavinq behind a specific set of instructions.

That. is, the Fourth Gospel does not indicate that Jesus

perforas his airacles as dellOnstratlons of particular rites

and rituals which he intends the disciples to duplicate. Nor

does the text suggest that there is sacred inforraation

concerning the secret names of God or the history of creation

ellbedded in or symbolized by the lIiracles for the

enlightenment of the disciples. The only information

communicated by the miracles is that Jesus is, as he claims,

the Messiah, descended from heaven; and the miracles only

reenforce this information, since the text emphasizes that

t Ibid., p. 239.
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those ....ho hear Jesus should believe on the basis of his ....ord,

not just because of the miracles.'

But in addition to those who reject Jesus there is a

second group, capable of accepting Jesus and thus becoming

insiders. Meeks suggests that this is dependent upon their

ability to understand Jesus, to be "progressively

enlightened,"~and argues that this same understanding must be

sought by the reader through numerous readings of the text.

Meeks nevertheless concludes that the text "could hardly be

regarded as a missionary tract, for we may imagine that only

a very rare outsider would get past the barrier of its closed

metaphorical system, t1~ and indeed, if even the characters

within the text have diffiCUlty interpreting Jesus' metaphors

it is difficult to imagine the reader being entirely

successful. The barrier of the text's metaphors, however,

does not necessarily render the text impenetrable. Instead it

seems that the interactions between Jesus and the other

characters work to redirect the reader's attention away from

the task of interpreting the metaphors, and towards the more

readily aChievable task of identification and acceptance of

7 The samaritans, for example, ultimately believe because
of What Jesus has said (vs. 42), not because of the woman's
report that he possesses miraculous knowledge (v. 29).

" Meeks, p. 69.

~ Ibid.
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the character behind the metaphors.

3 • 2 THE SAMARITAN WOMAN

The Samaritan woman plays a particularly important role

in shaping the reader's response to the narrative. Like the

reader, she initially stands outside the circle of believers

and followers surrounding Jesus, but she is the first to

identify him correctly, and her acceptance of his identity

opens the way for the samaritans, who likewise become

believers. The narrative's focus on the Samaritan woman's

conversion shows the reader that this transformation from

outsider to insider is posslblej the narrator's display of her

mistakes and misunderstandings demonstrates that it is her

questioning rather than her ability to understand Jesus'

metaphors (for she shows no such ability) that makes the

transformation possible. Her identification of Jesus is shared

by the reader (who has already bC2n primed by the prologue,

and the intrusions of the narrator, to recognize Jesus even

when the other characters do not). Her progression through

misinterpretations of Jesus' speech to the recognition that it

is his identity which is crucial both parallels the reader's

reaction to the text and shapes that reaction.

The text of John 4: 1-42 is careful to ensure that the

reader recognizes that the Samaritan woman is an outsider, one

who might be expected to misunderstand Jesus' speech and
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identity. She herself questions why Jesus has addressed her,

and the text explains her question by commenting that Jews do

not have dealings with Samaritans (v. 9: A€-yEt aL" aur4l ~

'YlIJI~ ~ I:Q'J,lapiTIt;, IlWc; au 'Iovoa'ioc; WI' wap' €p.ou lI'Elll ai.1'"E'iC;

'YUI'CUKOC; I:ap.apiHDoc; oUO''ljI;'; ou 'Y~p O'II'YXPWJlf'Q't 'IOl/oaiol

I:a:JtapirCllc;'). When the disciples return, the text notes that

they too are surprised to see Jesus conversing with the

Samaritan woman (v. 27: Kat bTl TaUTI,&' ;').,OQP oi p.a01}To:l aUToil

Kal Urxiip.atol' aT, #£1'& 'YlJIIQtKOC; t;).,6:}.,Et. avode; j.I&JlTOI £117E:V,

Ti t?1f€i.C; ~ Ti AQ'hEiC; JJH' aVT~C), although this time the

unexpected quality of their conversation seems to be based on

her gender. The Samaritan woman's role as an outsider is

emphasized; clearly the reader is not expected to believe that

she would be familiar with Jesus' identity, or with the

meaning of the metaphorical language he uses. One might

expect that she would remain an outsider, unable to penetrate

the meaning of Jesus' speech, but this is not what unfolds.

In fact, it is not this obvious "outsider" who remains

outside the meaning of the Johannine Jesus' speech, but rather

those who would seem to have an advantage over her. The

disciples, who are seemingly not barred from conversing with

Jesus, are equally baffled by his metaphorical speech (they

take his use of the word "PPWJJQ, tI food, much too literally in

v. 33, just as the Samaritan woman initially misunderstands

his reference to "ti6wp iwv," living water). Although they are
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the expected recipients of Jesus' teaching, they do not use

their misunderstanding as an opportuni:y to question Jesus,

instead keeping their questions to '.:hemselves (v. 27: Kat hi

four", ~)'8Q' oi ".,aO"fcrj auuii A'ai I!Oaliparo, Oft IJnc}: 'YUP(lI.O~

£)..&).£1. ovhi~ ""tltrol d'IJiEl', Ti: f,,1'Ci.~ ~ Ti. ).,a).Eit; PH'

ail1"iJt;;, and v. 33: £).t:'Y0II o in. Ot /-Ia81'ffcri 1l'pot; a).).~).otlt;. MJj

Ttl; ;'l'iE'YltiE/I a!J1'~ (/IO.,f',,;) and remllining passive listeners. The

Samaritan woman, in contrast, actively questions Jesus (vv. 9,

11, 12)10 and offers her interpretations of what he has said

(vv. 19, 20, 25)," and is able through this dialogue to reach

a point where Jesus can reveal his identity to her (v. 26:

).t')'fl aUTi 0 "'1ooilt;, 'E')'w t:i.JH, I; >..aAwI' aOI) and she can

accept it, albeit hesitantly (v. 29: ll.fUu: lOuf lz"OpW1fO" <U;

this point she has grasped enough of the meaning of what 3esus

has told her to persuade others to listen to hi. (v. 29, and

IG Vs. 9: >"E'Yfl ob,. ailti;J 1, '111,,1, 1, Ea#o!api1t!;" O(;)!;' au
. tOlloaio!;' W" ,"ap' E#o!OU -'HiI' altd!;' ")'UI'QIj(U; Ea$1apift6ol;' oua"t;:
oil '')'It.p all")'XPI41'1"(U 'lou6aiot I;a$1api1att;. Vs. 11: kt")'ft au,..V
1, ')'1I1'~, KuptlO, ouu: lzHA"$1a lX£ll;' nt 10 '-'."hp £0,..,,, RaOli •
.,niBlO" ou" EXlOtt;,..o j"owp"'o (141';. Vs.12: ;"V ail $1lOitw,. Ei tou
'ltaTpO' 1,Jl<"l' "aKw(3, ot; UWItEJI ~$1j I' TO ¢pta/l Kal auTo, ft aurou
hl'l£l' Kal 01 ulo' aurou nl ,..1.I OpE/tlJan au,..ou;.

II Vs. 19: AE')'ft aUTi;! .;, ')'1I1'~, KliptlO, (}f.WP<" OTt lIpo¢l~t"t;

Ei O'U. VS. 20: oj 'ltaTeplOt; ~$1WII fll ti;! OplOl 1"tJut'l'
'lTpOa£KVII7/aD.lI, KD.l U,LL£it; hf:'YfTf: otL fit 'If.POaOA~!tOtt; £atll' 0
"'0'IT0l;' (mall 'lTpoaKlIl'f.il' &d. Vs. 25: M:'Yft auri;! 1, ')'1I1'~, Ol&a
OTt MlOaaiat; ~PXnat b Af'YO$1f.I'O' Xptaru,. orD.v lAOtI fuil'o"
&"a'Y'Y£A£i ~$1i l' 1!mana.
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eventual acceptance of his identity is the fulfilment within

the text of the "harvest" metaphor Jesus uses with his

disciples. While the Samaritans are able to believe in his

identity and thus become insiders rather than outsiders. there

is no clear indication vithin the text that the disciples

grasp his use of the harvest metaphor; they J:1ay well remain

outside his meaning.

The samaritan woman's progression from outsider to

insider contributee to a second fulfilment of the Johannine

Jesus I prediction of I!l harvest, II. fulfilment outside the

narrative. By "showing" the reader her progressive

questioning and understanding, the narrator allows the reader

to reach a correct identification of Jesus, to recognize the

truth that underlies her hesitant response (v. 29). Her

extended conversation with Jesus also allows the reader to

becollle accustomed to his use of metaphor to signify )Reaning.

Hence when the disciples Illsunderstand his use of the word

Mfood," the reader, who has already witnessed a similar

llIistake being corrected. is prepared tc. recognize that "food"

is being used metaphorically. The reader, having followed the

woman's progression towards understanding, is able to share

the narrator' S 8musement 8t the disciples' n8ive response whell

they wonder who could have brought him Bomething to eat (v.

JJ). At the same time, the reader is aware of the correct

answer to their question: the Samaritan woman, by accepting
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Jesus' identity, has allowed him to "reap" a har'l'est of

believers, and has thus provided the "food" of completing his

work.

As we have seen, Meeks, in his discussion of the

character af Nicodemus in the Fourth Gospel, points out that

this type of character (the "rather stupid disciple") II was

common in Graeco-Roman writings. It is not necessary to look

beyond the text of the Fourth Gospel to see that the Samaritan

woman and Nicodemus play similar roles. However while Meeks

concludes that "the first and primary message of the dialogue

is thus simply that Jesus is incomprehensible to NicOdemus, ,,1.1

and uses this to underline his point that the Fourth Gospel is

a closed, impenetrable set of metaphors, the samaritan woman

clearly provides a contrast to this view. While it is not

certain that she ever grasps the meaning of the metaphors used

by the Johannine Jesus, the Samaritan woman is able to move

beyond this initial barrier to the more significant factor,

the one dividing line separating outsiders from insiders: the

truth of Jesus' identity.

Her progression beyond (and in spite of) the barrier of

Jesus' metaphorical language refutes Meeks' contention that

the Fourth Gospel "could hardly be regal"ded as a missionary

12 Meeks, "The Man from Heaven," p. 5J.

11 Ibid., 54.
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tract, for we may imagine that only a very rare outsider would

get past the barrier of its closed metaphorical system. ,,14 In

doing so she demonstrates that the reader, who is similarly

baffled by the text's metaphors, can bypass this hurdle and

become an insider by shifting focus from what Jesus says to

who he is. In this sense much of what Jesus says in John 4: 1

42 functions like the false clues scattered throughout a

detective story, distracting the reader's attention from the

central fact of the narrative, Jesus' identity. The reader who

frames the qu~stion, "What does Jesus mean by such-aod-such?"

is left with an unanswerable riddle, one that can be debated

and reinterpreted endlessly. The text, however. redirects the

reader to the question, "Who could be saying such-and-such?"

The Samaritan woman is the principal means by Which the text

redirects the reader's attention to Jesus' identity. She, like

the reader, is able tJ become an insider and recognize Jesus'

importa.nce only when she stops pUZZling over what he has said

and done and starts asking who he is.

The Samaritan woman I s importance to the reader lies in

her role as the absolute outsider, the one person neither

expected to nor capable of understanding any heavenly

knowledge that Jesus may possess. Frank Kermode' s observation

about the good Samaritan in Luke, is ,10 less true of the

I~ Meeks, "The Mar. From Heaven," p. 69.
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Samaritan woman:

So the story, instead ot saying that lay tolk can be more
charitable than parsons, a cOllll'lonplace truth, extends the
sense of plesian quite violently to include the least
likely person imaginable, and so, by implication,
everybody. "

It is precisely because the Samaritan woman is the least

likely person imaginable that her recognition of Jesus draws

the reader within the circle of insiders who grasp the main

point of his identity. Baffled by Jesus' metaphorical

language, seemingly unable even to underfltand that he is not

speaking literally, her attempt to come to terms with Jesus,

to find some place for hill' within her knowledge of the world

is nevertheless successful. The reader of John 4: 1-42,

regardless of what background he/she brings to the text,

shares the Samaritan woman's experience of being an outsider,

one for whom the referents of Jesus' speech are unclear and

his claims (to be the Messiah, to possess heavenly knowledgeJ

cannot be proven. The Samaritan woman's success in piercing

his language to reach the essential element, his identity,

does indeed imply that "everybody" is capable of similar

success. This means, then, that the text's implied reader does

not bring a specific body of knowledge and familiarity with

Jesus' language and metaphors to the text; rather, the implied

reader can be assumed to be sensitive enough to the

l~ Frank Kermode, The Genesis ot Secrecy (Cambridge:
Ha.cvard University Press, 1979).
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implications of the "cosmological tale,,16 outlined in the

prologue to recognize the truth of the Samaritan woman's

recognition of Jesus, and perhaps even to see the obscurity of

Jesus' speech as the result of his possession of heavenly

knoWledge that cannot be communicated to the other characters.

Meeks' characterization of Nicodemus as a questioner "to

whom the reader can feel superior"'? is also applicable to the

role of the samaritan woman. Her inability to recognize that

Jesus is speaking metaphorically is the basis for a shared

sense of irony between the narrator and the reader. The

reader is superior in the sense that s/he is aware that there

are levels of meaning in the conversation between Jesus and

the Samaritan woman, whereas the Samaritan woman is only aware

0': the literal sense of what Jesus says. The Samaritan

woman's lack of knowledge, however, provides the reader with

information as she questions Jesus. Her dialogue with Jesus

both cues the reader to the irony in the text, notifying the

reader that Jesus speaks metaphorically but the other

characters tend to interpret him literally, and draws the

reader's attention to Jesus' otherworldly identity, the

difference between him and the other characters.

16 Adele Reinhartz, Tra Word in the World: the
cosmological Tale in the Fourth GOspel (Atlanta: Scholars
Press/The Society of Biblical Literature, 1992), p. 19.

17 Meeks, liThe Man from Heaven," p. 53.
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Meeks concludes that the primary message to b~ drawn from

Jesus' encounter with Nicodemus is that Jesus, as an

otherworldly character descended from heaven, is

incomprehensible to Nicodemus" (and, by extension, to the

other earthly characters). This is not entirely the case with

the Samaritan woman who, despite her inability to understand

Jesus' metaphors, is able to bridge the gap between earthly

and heavenly knowledge by correctly identifying Jesus. Her

tentative recognition of Jesus, and the resultant conversion

of the Samaritans, suggests that the two ....orlds posited by

Meeks are not, after all, mutually exclusive, but that the

earthly characters who encounter Jesus are capable of

recognizing and accepting him in his role as the Messiah,

descended from heaven.

Even in the instance cited by Meeks, Jesus' response to

Nicodemus (J:12-lJ:

oil6£1.~ 0:1I0(3EP.,,,(E/I d~ dIll oupallu" £i #T, b h TOU QUPOI'OU

/CoTa(3{u;;, b IIto~ TOU aIlOpWTrOIl) can be seen, not as a rebuke

because Nicodemus seeks to understand heavenly things, but as

an attempt to redirect Nicodemus' attention from the

information which Jesus possesses to the more important matter

of accepting Jesus' identity. Je.O;U5 may not be mocking

II Meeks, liThe Man from Heaven, II p. 54.
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Nicodemus' inability to understand heavenly things, but

pointing out his misconception that it is necessary for him to

understand heavenly things. Jesus does not seek proof that

Nicodemus has understood his metaphorical language and now has

heavenly knowledge, but instead asks that Nicodemus accept

that Jesus possesses this knowledge--in other words, that

Nicodemus recognize and accept Jesus as the Messiah. The

di fference between the samarit?.. woman and Jesus lies, not in

her greater understanding of what Jesus says, but in her

willingness to accept that what he says reveals who he is.

The reader, better informed than the Samaritan woman, ir.> able

to share her conclusion with greater certainty:

They can also sympathize with the Samaritan woman's
reluctance to identify Jesus as messiah to her fellOW
Samari tans on the basis of Jesus' extraordinary knowledge
(4:29). Her earlier question, "Are you greater than our
father Jacob who gave us the well, and he drank from it
and his sons and cattle?" (4: 12), had been left
unanswered, but readers were in a better position than
the Samaritan woman to supply an affirmation.... The
misundE'rstandings encourage readers to identify with the
believing community in discerning the importance of Jesus
which thE;! characters miss. I'

3.3 INSIDERS AND OUTSIDERS

The narrative of John 4: 1-42 revolves around contrast;

not "the contrast betltleen the questioner and the one who

possesses the information, ,,211 but the contrast between

I' Davies, Rhetoric and Reference, pp. 363-364.

III Meeks, liThe Mi3n from Heaven," p. 53.
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insiders (those who accept Jesus I identity) and outsiders

(those who reject or remain unaware ot his identity). The

text, in presenting this division, plays upon the reader's

expectations: those characters who are in closest contact

with Jesus, the disciples, are not yet shown to have clearly

accepted his identity, while the Samaritan woman's brief

contact with him leads to the whole group of Samaritans

becoming insiders.

Jesus, in addition to standing in contrast to the earthly

characters he encounters, creates the contrast among his

listeners by provoking within them a response of either

acceptance or rejection. His role liS an omniscient, other·

worldly character is not to impart particular information, but

to separate those who are capable of accepting and believing

in such a character from those who are unable to bridge the

gap. Neyrey, examining the effects of Jesus' claims for his

identity upon his listeners, notes that:

... Jesus defends his equality with God in such a way as
to emphasize how radical it is and so to make
unbridgeable the chasm between him and his accusers. The
remarks about Jesus' equality with God, then, serve a
divisive function, separating him from the synagogue,
widening the gUlf between them, and causing a permanent
divorce. 21

While the Fourth Gospel is, as Neyrey points out, largely

concerned with the contrast between Jesus and those who reject

21 Neyrey, p. 10).
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his identity, it is equally concerned with those who accept

his identity, thus creating a chasm hetween themselves and his

enemies. Those who become insiders have themselves gained a

new identity and perspective, and are separated from those who

remain outsiders.

But something else is happening, for there are some few
who do respond to Jesus' signs and words, and these,
while they also frequently "misunderstand," are
progressively enlightened and drawn into intense intimacy
with Jesus, until they, like him, are not "of this
world. ,,12

The Samaritan woman, tentatively naming Jesus as the Messiah

to the other samaritans, has undergone the transformation from

outsider. to insider, al.= just as many of the samaritans who

hear the woman's testimony are similarly transformed, the

reader who is shown h';lr conversation and knows the correct

answers to her questioml before she does (v. 12: ~~ au ~f!. (tW/I

E:E crVfov E'Il'lf!.v -"crt oi viol aUT au Kal flr OpE~llcrTa aiJorrv;, and

v. 29: Af!.uTf!. i5f!.ff!. al'8pc.moll o~ E.ll1EII 1101 ,"allTa ooa brol17C1a,

IJ~TI oLTQ~ EOTtl' b XpIO'TOr;;) follows the woman to become an

insider.

Neyrey, following Meeks, also sees the high christology

of the Fourth Gospel, in Which Jesus' equality with God is

stressed, as indicative that the text is concerned with the

division of insiders from outsiders.

11 Meeks, "The Man from Heaven," p. 69.
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The christological myth, moreover, functhms not only to
identify Jesus as a unique revealer but to distinguish
him from those who belong to this world. And so the
descent of Jesus serves as a jUdgement of the ,",orid
(9: 39) especially by provoking misunderstanding. which
proves that the person who does not understand belongs to
this world and not to Jesus' world .l}

3.4 THE RESPONSE OF THE READER

In a sense what the text of the Fourth Gospel asks of the

reader is a willing t .pension of disbelief. Just as the

other characters who encounter Jesus are asked to put aside

their scepticism regarding yet another itinerant

preacher/healer and recognize Jesus as someone unique and

entirely "other," the reader is led towards the conclusion

that the text deals with an omniscient, alien and pre-existent

characteL·. The "cosmological tale" sets out the broad

temporal framework, stretching from before creation up to and

beyond the future containing the reader, necessary to contain

such a character; the intrusions by the narrator inform the

reader of this character I s identity and reassure the reader

that the character really is omnisci ent, that he does know

what the other characters think and his predictions will be

fulfilled. But perhaps the most important element in shaping

the reader's response is the characters, through which the

text is able, rather than merely telling the reader about the

n Neyrey, p. 116.
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character Jesus, to show the reader correct and incorrect (or

adequate and inadequate) responses to Jesus' claimed identity

as the Messiah. This is particularly the case in John 4:1-42,

in which Jesus is correctly identified for the first time, and

his identity accepted, by a group of characters he has just

encountered, while the disciples noticeably do not yet "name"

him.

The samaritan woman's progressive questioning of Jesus

allows her to understand, if not always what Jesus' means by

what he says, at least that the person saying such things must

be unique, and leads her to correctly guess as to his identity

(v. 29). An even greater acceptance is achieved when the

samaritans set out to prove or disprove her hypothesis, and

identity Jesus as the saviour of the World once they have

heard them (v. 42). It is this belief in Jesus' identity,

rather than a complete understanding of his predictions, that

leads the Samaritans to their new identity as believers,

"ins iders. "

The central importance to salvation of belief in Jesus is
brought out by the story of the samaritan woman and her
fellow Samaritans ... the dialogue goes on to explain how
it is that salvation comes from the Jews: Jesus is a Jew
and the woman tentatively accepts Jesus' assertion that
he is the Messiah (4.25-26). She then raises with others
in the S!lImaritan city whether he could really be the
Christ .... the story shows the gradual awakening of full
belief in Jesus as the world's saviour, that is, as
saviour not simply of Jews, but, proleptically, of all
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humanity.14

In other words, the Samaritans become insiders by recognizing

that Jesus is not simply a Jew, but is a radically alien

character, a man descended from heaven and "out of place in

the world, "lS and the text directs the reader to a similar

recognition.

One element leading the reader to share the conclusion

reached by the samaritans, that Jesus is the Mes!';lah, is the

reader's identification with the Samaritan woman and the

Samaritans. The reader, equally puzzled by some of Jesus'

metaphors, feels sympathy for the woman' 5 attempts to

understand him. Like the woman approaching the stranger at

the well, the reader approaches the text as an outsider. This

initial identification with the Samaritan woman is enhanced by

the text's refusal to provide any other character with whom

the reader can identify. As Davies has pointed out, "the

narrative is nat focused through any of the characters, it is

focused on Jesus. II:;' In ather words the narrator is not

personalized; there is no character created through whose eyes

the reader watches events unfold, no eyewitness character with

whom the reader identifies. And although the narrative is

24 Davies, p. 219.

D Neyrey, p. 105.

l6 Davies, p. ::18.
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focussed on Jesus, making Jesus the focus of the reader's

attention and sYJIlpathy, only a very limited identification

with Jesus is possible (and then only in his .ost hUlllan

.oments, as when he is tired in v. 6). Omniscient and

otherworldly, equal to God, seeing the future and speaking

enigmatically, Jesus is a character to whom the reader

responds with unease and awe rather than identification. The

text does not encourage the reader to identify with Jesus;

while the omniscient narrator provides insight into the

thoughts of the other characters, Jesus' thoughts and motives

are not revealed. The reader, like the other characters,

knows Jesus only through his words and actions, so that Jesus'

character is not fUlly accessible.

The reader might be expected to identify wi th the

disciples, who are the human characters in closest contact

with Jesus, but the text of John 4:1-42 makes this impossible.

By educating the reader to recoqnize that Jesus speaks

metaphorically, and then portraying the disciples

misinterpreting him by looking for literal meaning, the test

encourages the reader to feel superior to the disciples.

Unlike the Samaritan woman, the disciples are not shown to

reach for an answer to the question of who Jesus is, and so

the reader cannot share in or applaud their progress.

Greater identification is possible with the Samaritan

woman as a human character Who, l1kl!! the reader, must go
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through the process of becoming an insider. The rest of the

samaritans, in their immediate recognition of Jesus, also

share the perspective of the reader (who was helped by the

narratorts comment to a correct identification of Jesus), but

they remain an undifferentiated mass, making the woman stand

out as an individual with whom the reader can identify.

A second element employed by the text to direct the

reader's attention towat"ds Jesus I messiahship is the contrast

between the success of the Samaritans and the confusion of the

disciples. Jesus responds to the Samar itan woman's questions,

not by explaining further what he meant by water, but by

revealing Who he is (v. 26: M')'€I Ct:VT1J iJ 'II/aoill;, 'E')'w dl-H,

b hOlAWI' 001). His responses constantly redirect her efforts to

gain information (on, for example, "the living water" {v. 11:

~f"'Y~t aVT~ 11 ")'IIVI/, KVPIE, ohf l)v1>"",l-\a EXEIr; f(al 10 r/JPE~P

Ea11V (ja(Jv. 1160H 0& .. EXEit; 10 VOwp 10 rWV;), or the correct

location for worship (v. 20: oi. 11adpEr; V~~lP h 1~ opll 10U1t,al

11POOEf(U"",aa/l, KQI vl-\fit; "hHf 01L ~" , lfpooo'Avllolt; faT,,, b

T61Tot; 011011 11POCf/l'VVfill 6EiJ) by hinting at his identity (vv.

10, 14)27 and his possession of heavenly knowledge (vv. 23-

17 Vs, 10: Q11lf(piO", 'l'Iooilt; /l'<xl d71EII avrv, Ei. ~6E~( TlI"
6wpdlll 1oLo (leoLo /l'al Tir; EOTL" b At")'WV aot, ./lor; IlOt 1Tfi", ou ih
VT'Iaar; (rvtov /l'al £6"Wf(e" tI" aOL itowp r&II, Vs. 14: at; 0' av
niT} Ell' TOU iioator; au £")'w 6wow aut~, ou ~1I 6 Pfl/OE I dr; 10"
ai&va, a~~a TO L6wp a owaw aU1~ ")'oljaETat h aU1~ 1T7j,,),V uoaTOr;
~~>"OIlEIIOU £it;' {WlI" aiwvto",
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24).n The reader's kno...... ledge of the truth that underlies the

woman's question (v. 12: J.l~ O'U IJEirw/I et fOU l'l'afpO~ ~JJW"

'lallw!J, or; UWI(£V ~j.ll" TO tPpit.ap "al aho!; E~ aUTou htE" Kal

Ot I1tOt abTou rai. fO: OpEIJp.afa aVfou;) and her talk of the

&17a/lra) similarly shifts the reader's focus to the matter of

Jesus' identity; the question of what, precisely, Jesus means

by each metaphor recedes into the background.

The text reinforces this shift ot' the reader's attention

by next showing the disciples, who pursue only the meaning of

Jesus' words. Absorbed as they are in trying to penetrate his

metaphorical language the disciples, quite noticeably now that

the womz~ has raised the question, never reach the issue of

whether Jesus is or is not the Messiah. During Jesus'

extended metaphoriclll speech to the disciples in VV. 31-38

(most of Which, the reader is inclined to guess, they fail to

understand), Jesus speaks of the coming harvest, and the text

follows this with the example of the Samaritllns. In contrast

to the disciples, they hear his words and respond by

identifying him rather than puzzling over his speech.

n Vv. 23-24: aAA& e-pXfTat wpa Kal PUP EUHP, au: Ot
a"A1jOIPol lTPOUKVP1jTai lTPOO"Kvp~O"oVatll T~ lTaTpl (;11 1lHU~QTt Kal
a"AfJOd~' Kal "ItJp (, ll'aTllP 10tolirovc !""lTfl TOV' 1lPOO'KvIIOilV'rat;
aVTOII. Il'I'Eii~a b 8(6.;, Kat TOUe lTPO(1KVI'OUIITa, auTOP EI'
Il'lItUJ.laH Kal lJAfJOtit;t 6ti lTPOO'Kllvtill.
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The text, then, lays before the reader one character who

successfully identif les Jesus only when she leaves behind the

question of what his metaphors mean, one group of characters

so engrossed by their struggle to understand him that they do

not even ask if he could be the Messiah, and a third group who

provide the response to the woman's question (v. 29: 4t:UH

iO€1E &"OpW1TOIl o~ El.7rtv !JOl lllU'TQ 00'0 Enoi1/ocr, P~TI aurol;
EO'T~II b XpL01'"Ol;;) by fully accepting Jesus as the saviour of

the world (v. 42: TVa ')'lJllaUI EJI.E')'OIl 01"1 QiJKhl oUI T~V 07,,,

}.OAIO:V 7l'H1'I"l::UO~H:II, aurol. 'Yap O:K.7jK/HXIJ.EV /Cal. o'i6a1J.EV bu oUror;

faTu' 4"'7j8wr; b OWTr,p foil "OOj.lou). The text confirms through

these examples that the Samaritans are right to leave behind

the pursuit of metaphorical meaning in favour of a belief in

Jesus' identity. In so doing the text reassures the reader,

who approaches the text as an outsider lacking familiarity

with its language and metaphors, that such knowledge is not

required to become an insider; what is necessary, the text

suggests, is a willingness to accept Jesus' claims for his

identity. The final task of the text, then, is to convince

its reader that this response is still required; that is, that

at the moment when the text is read, the question of Jesus'

identity remains to be resolved, this time by the reader

rather than the characters.



4.0: TIME AND THE TEXT

The complexities surrounding time in the Fourth Gospel

are such that the critical categories devised for the analysis

of time in other types of literature may be inadequate when

applied to the use of time in Johannine narrativo:.

Nevertheless, an attempt must be made to sort out the various

levels of time hinted at in the narrative, tor it is around

'Che issue of time that the most interesting, and for the

reader the most important, questions arise concer.ling the

relationship bet"",een the text and its reader. Why do people

continue to read the narrative of the Fourth Gospel as

applicable to their own time? Is tt>is mere error on the part

of the reader, "",ho imposes his/her own concerns on a text

Which, a closer reading reveals, con~ains nothing to foster

this illusion of applieability, or is it the result of

conventions in the text Which suggest that the text refers to

a time outside the story?

4.1 CLASSIFICATIONS OF TIME

Discussions of the use of time in narrative frequently

refer to the system of classifications d, ... ised by Genette in

his stUdy of Proust's A la recherche du temps perdu. l As Gail

R. o'Day has pointed out, the difficulty in using the

1 Genette, Narrative Discourse.
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conventional classifications of literary criticism to discuss

time in the Fourth Gospel arises because lithe line between

narrative future and the future beyond the narrative is not as

clear-cut in the Fourth Gospel as Genette's categories would

suggest. OIl This blurr!.9 Letween time within the narrative

and time beyond the narrative makes an analysis of the Fourth

Gospel difficult. Some discussion of the terms used to

analyze time and narrative is thus necessary before an attempt

can be made to apply these terms to the Johannine narrative,

or to point out why these terms cannot fully explain how time

is ufled in the narratjve.

The most basic distinction that can be made is that

between story time and narrative time.·1 The narrative is the

story's signifier, the actual form in which the story is told,

with specific words and sentences in a specific order. The

story refers r.o the events relayed by the narrative, the

contents of the narrative. It is possible, therefore, to have

several narratives Which tell the same story (as is the case

with folktales, where there may be many narrative versions of

the same story, or with the four Gospels, which are widely

differing narratives that concern 1l shared set of events).

1 Gail R. O'Day, "'1 Have Overcome the World' (John
16:33): Narrative Time in John 13-17," Semeia 53 (1991), p.
155.

) culpepper, Anatomy, p. 53.
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story time, then, concerns the length of time which the events

of the story are said to have taken, while narrative time

refers to the length of time taken to narrate those events.

Discrepancies between story time and narrative time are

possible: John 4:3-4 (Uq!l~(£jI -r~" 'lot/Serial' /Cat l:nr~>'6E1' 1T4}.,tl'

cdt; f~" rQ)\lAaiav. l"60 U aiJTCH' OIEPXHJOCfI ola 1"~l; Lal.u~pdClt;)

takes only an instant of narrative time, but may be presumed

to have taken longer in story time (that is, the event is

related much more quickly than it occurred).

A slightly more complex system of classification is used

by Seymour Chatman, who distinguishes story, narrative text,

and discourse. 4 According to Chatman, story, as above, is

used to refer to the events of the narrative; a further

distinction is drawn betweer discourse, the means .by Which the

story is conveyed to the reader/listener, and narrative text,

which is used only to refer to the text as a physical Object.

As Culpepper points out, Chatman's classification has a

distinct disadvantage for Joh,mnine stUdies, as his term,

'discourse,' is used to refer to specific monologues within

the Fourth Gospel (such as "the farewell discourse") and may

therefore be confusing.) Following Culpepper, no distinction

will be made here between narrative text and discourse,

~ Chatman, story am:' Discourse, pp. 62-63.

J culpepper, Anatomy, p. 53n2.
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althouqh it is recognized that narrative tiae can only be

hypothesized, since the narrative as j·.ext does not occupy any

tillle, only space. Narrative time is an approximation ot the

tiJae it takes to narrate events, liS ve cannot know at what

speed the narrator 'speaks,' nor how quickly the implied

reader 'reads.'

Just as there can be ditterences of duration bet....een

story time and narrative time, there can be differences of

order. While the events of the story may be Understood to have

taken place in a particular order, the narrative does not

always relate the events in the order in which they occurred.

According to Genette, the disordering or story events so that

the narrative reveals events in an order other than that in

which they occurred is characteristic of even the earliest

'Western' literature:

Pinpointing and measuring these narrative anachronies (as
I will call the various types ot discordance between the
two ,)rderings of story and narrative) iaplicitly assu.e
the existence of a kind of zero deqree that would be a
condition of perfect tellpe-ral correspondence between
narrative and story. This point of referl,"ce is IlOre
hypothetical than reaL Folk:;'ure narrative habitually
conforms, at least in its major articulations, to
chronoloqical order, but our (Western) literary
tradition, in co~trast, was inaugurated by a
characteristic effect of a~achrony. In the eighth line of
the Iliad, the narrator, having evoked the quarrel
between Achilles and Agamemnon that he proclaims as the
starting point of his narrative (ex hou de ta pr6ta).
goes back about ten days to reveal the cause of quarrel
in some 140 retrospective lines (aff.ront to chryses-
Apollo's anqer--plague). We kr.ow that this beginning in
medias res, followed by an expos! tory return to lin
earlier period of tiDe, will become one of the torul
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topai of epic .... "~

The Fourth Gospel also follows this pattern of anachrony to

. some extent, beginning with the Prologue which sums up the

whole of Jesus' life and death and places these events within

the larger context of eternity (what Reinhartz has called the

"cosmological tale"),7 and then returning to the events of

Jesus' life on earth to relate the "historical tale'" in

greater detail.

Anachronies can be further divided into prolepses and

analepses. An analepsis occurs when the narrative introduces

information about an event that occurred earlier in the story

time.~ For example, when Jesus re,'eals his knowledge of the

samaritan woman's five husbands (John 4:18: 7T£IIfE 'Yap ap6pal;

dpIIKal;) he is referring to events that occurred long before

this paint in the story. Similarly, the woman's statement in

John 4:20 (oi TfQTC:Pt:l; 1fj.Jwv £V T~ opt.! TQUTr,<) TfpQOt.KUV"OcrV· Kal

v/.uit; hE-YETf OTt t:v 'ItpoOQAuj.JQlt; t:oTlp b TOTfQC; OTfQU

frpo(JKuvtiv lit-i} is an instance of analepsis, since the worship

by her ancestors must have taken place long before her

6 Genette, Narrative Discourse, i:>p. 35-36.

7 Reinhartz,The Word in the World, p. 36.

~ Ibid.

" Genette, Narrative Discourse, p. 40.
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conversation with Jesus. A prolepsis occurs when the narrative

alludes to events that have not yet taken place in the

story. 10 In John 4:25, the Samaritan woman's statement (Oloo

OTt M£aaiQ~ ~PXHQt 0 hey6JlEl'o~ Xpturo,' O'fo:p l"AOU h£'ipn~,

QPD:1'''l'€AEi ~J.li" ltIl'QVTQ) can be seen as an example of prolepsis.

Prolepses can either anticipate events which will occur

in the future of the narrative, in Which case they are

classified as internal prolepses, II OL they C.:l.n refer to

events that will only take place in a future outside the

narrative, in which case they are labelled external

prolepses. 11

The diffiCUlty in classH;" '.ng events in the Fourth Gospel

can be seen with reference to the example used above (John

4:25). Although the Samaritan woman is referring to a future

event (thus making her statement an instance of prolepsis),

she is unaware that the event is already occurring. The

woman's reference to the future is anachronous only from the

perspective of the characters. From the reader's perspe~tive.,

there is no discordance between her statement and its

fulfillment. Other events, while they more clearly refer to

the future, Cllnnot be classified as internal or external

10 Ibid.

II Ibid., p. 7].

12 Ibid., p. 68.
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prolepses. since they may refer both to events that

related later in the narrative and to events that occur in a

future outside the narrative. Por example, in John 4 :23 (o),,),.A;

lpXIETa~ tJpa .tol ,j,JI ~aTlI' au: 0;' 6:)..,,80'01 "pO(1KuJI"roi

Ifpoa.UI,.~ooua(, T~ warp;' h 1rJl£UPOH ral 0)",,8£{9' KQi. ",lip b

lfar;'p 'O'Ol1fOU~ !''Iui TOU~ 1Tpoal'llJlollJlTa, aUTo..) Jesus reters

to an event ....hich begins in his present (that is, the present

moment of the story) and extends into the future of the

narrative. However, the narrative does not indicate that this

event (the ....orship of the Father by true worshippers) comes to

an end; therefore, the future that Jesus refers to lies both

within and beyond the narrati'"e. Such instances are examples

of mixed prolepses. 1J

As Culpepper's analysis of time in the Fourth Gospel
proceeds, however, it becomes clear that the Fourth
Gospel resists precise categorization by even these
refined forll•• , and CUlpepper llIust also identify "mixed
forms." For example, he identities .ixed prolepses as
·progressive,· that is. "the conditions for their
fulfillment are established by the end of the narrative,
but their fruition lies beyond it. 1.

As Margaret Davies has argued, Jesus displays awareneSE of a

future outside the story related by the Johannine narrative:

Jesus' teaching about the future includes not only future
events which are related in the story, but also
descriptions of discipleship in a future beyond the
story. The farewell discourses (chs. 14-16) predict both
the horror of persecution and the joy at belief and give

IJ CUlpepper, Anatomy, p. 57.

1~ O'Day, p. 155.
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assurances about another helper who will guide them, the
spirit of truth. Briefly, too, Jesus glimpses the
disciples 1schatological resurrection (6: 39, 40, 44, 54)
and their final dwelling with the Father (14.2).1S

It is when considering mixed prolepses that the

inadequacy of any attempt to categorize time in the Fourth

Gospel becomes apparent. To say that the prolepses in John

4: 1-42 are mixed prolepses is, in a sense, to fail to classify

them at all, for while a mixed prolepsis is one that may refer

either to the future within the narrative (within story time)

or to a future beyond it, or to both, there is no way of

determining which is the case in the Fourth Gospel.

specific classification of the future to which a mixed

prolepsis refers (that is, as either the future within the

narrative or the future beyond it) is impossible. Even if it

could be known which future the narr~tive was intended to

refer to, the interpretation of references to the future would

still lie with the reader. The presence of a mixed prolepsis

encourages the reader to interpret the text as possibly

referring to his/her own time, but this interpretation can

never be declared 'right' or 'wrong.' The Fourth Gospel's

mixed prolepses make this illterpretation of the text possible,

but our ultimate inability to pinpoint the referent of the

prolepses means that the interpretation is always open to

change. Thus it can be argued that the prolepses which I see

U Davies, Rhetoric and Reference, p. 39.
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as awaiting fulfillment in the future beyond the text have in

fact been fulfilled within the text. Nevertheless, the

eternal dimension of the story, the "cosmological tale,"

strongly suggests that the text intends its story to extend

into the future, rather than to end at the moment of its

composi tion.

A link is made bec.ween the life of Jesus and the future
life of the disciples by the use of the perfect tense to
describe God's activity in Jesus' mission. This perfect
expresses the continuing effect of a past action into the
present. It is used very much more frequently in the
Fourth Gospel than in the synoptics. Turner (1963:8J)
provides the following numbers for comparison.: Matthew
7, Mark 8, Luke 14, but John 77 times. Its frequency in
John highlights th'.~ enduring significance of Jesus'
life.... The Fourth Gospel, then, makes explicit the
continuing relevance of the story it tells. 16

4.2 THE QUESTION OF THE PRESENT

In addition to the two possible futures which are

suggested by the text, the narrative also contains the further

possibility that the "present" may be seen to encompass two

possible moments. The first, most obvious "present II is that

contained within the story: the moment when the events of the

story are taking place. This is the present that the

charaC!ters of narrative eternally occupy, a present that

recurs whenever the act of narration (Which, in the case of a

text, is the act of reading I being read) occurs. Any reader

of the text, however, will occupy a second presenti for the

l~ Davies, p. 57.
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reader the moment of narration/reading occurs at a particular

point in time. That is, any reader of a text occupies a

particular present, rather than the eternal present which is

the realm of the text's characters. Whenever the text is read

and the characters refer to the present moment, it becomes

possible for the reader to interpret that reference in two

ways: either the characters are referring to the moment when

the reader reads the text or, more commonly, they are

referring to the moment within the story whp.n their act of

speaking/thinking occurs.

In the case of the Johannine Jesus, an omniscient

character possessing a special knowledge that comes from God

and extends to a future outside and beyond the text, it is not

unlikely that his references to the present may be interpreted

in the first way. Given the special characteristics of the

Johannine Jesus, the reader may well decide that th:ia

character's references to the preser,t should be interpreted as

reterril:g to the moment when his/her reading or the text

allows the act of narration to occur. This interpretation

seems pZlrticularly meaningful when the Johannine Jesus states

that his prophecies have begun to be fulfilled in the present

moment; the double present suggested implicates bath Jesus'

act at speak.ing (as in 4:23) and the reader's act of reading

in the fulfilment of the prophecy.

In other words, the presence within the narrative of a
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character who is omniscient (omniscient in regard to events

both within and beyond the narrative he occupies) means that

any speech by that character seems to be simultaneously

directed at two aUdiences; both the character being addressed

within the narrative and the reader being addressed by the

narrative are the recipients of this speech. Indeed, there

are cases in the Fourth Gospel in which the present Jesus

refers to must be the reader's present, since no other

interpretation makes sense.

In structuring time, the Fourth Gospel describes the
eternal in language which is fashioned to capture
distinctions of time, and it makes the eternal
fundamental to its presentation of the story. No part of
the story can be understood without reference to the
Creator God and her salvific purpose. Moreover, in
depicting the significance of Jesus' life for believers,
the narrative sometimes includes nonsensical statements:
"Now I am no longer in the world" (17.11). Its rhetoric
of extreme oppositions involves both obvious
contradictions and unresolved tensions. 17

Any reference by the omniscient character to the present will

seem to refer to the time of both the characters and the

reader. This element of the text means that, from the

reader's perspective, Jesus' speeches can best be analyzed as

acts of anterior narration.

4.3 ANTERIOR NARRATION IN JOHN 4: 1-42

As has already been discussed the narrator of John 4: 1-42

17 Davies. pp. 65-66.
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occupies a position in time subsequent to the events being

narrated; that is, the narrator looks back on events which

havo already taken place. A possible exception to this occurs

in Jesus' speeches. Although when Jesus speaks, his speech is

an event which occurred in the narrator's past, the contents

of his speech may refer to events which have not yet occurred

at the moment when he speaks. Jesus' speech may refer to

future events, events that will occur in the narrator's

present or future.

Rimmon-Kenan. following Genette' s classification, lists

four possible temporal relations between narration and the

events narrated: ul tarier narration, anter lor narration,

simultaneous narration. and intercalated narration." Two of

these, simultaneous narration and intercalated narration,

belong primarily to epistolary novels and to narratives that

take the form of diary entries, and are not applicable to the

Fourth Gospel. The third, Ulterior narration, takes place when

events are narrated after they occur; it is the most common

form of narration, and accounts for most of the narrative of

John 4: 1-42. Anterior narration, the narration of events

before they occur, is much less common.

It is a kind of predict.ive narration, generally using the
future tense, but somli'.times the present. Whereas examples
abound in Biblical prophecies, complete modern texts

II Rimmon-Kenan, Narrative Fiction, pp. 89-90.
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written in the predictive vein are rare. I

'

Most of the events narrated in John 4: 1-42 have already

occurred when the narrator "speaks"; this is obvious from the

narrators use of verbs in the p~st tense C·EpX£TQ~, lll'r~~8("

hrio1"(uoQv). However, Jesus' speech is itself an act ot

anterior narration. Jesus uses present and future tenses to

speak of events that are now occurring or wlll occur in the

future (John 4:21, 2], 35-36). The quest.i.on remains: to which

present and which future does Jesus I speech refer?

The future referred to in Jesus' speech may still be the

narrator's past; while the events Jesus predicts may not yet

have occurred when the event of Jesus I speech took place, they

may well have occurred in the interval between the event of

Jesus' speech and the narration of the speech. A clear exallple

of this occurs in John 2:20-22, when the fultilment of Jesus'

prediction lies in Jesus' future (since the E=!vents or. the

crucifixion-resurrection have not yet. for the characters,

occurred). but in the narrator's past (since the narrator

already knolo!s of the prediction's fultilaent and of th~

disl,;.iples· reassessment of Jesus' s,?eQch).

However, Jesus' speech may refer to events that lie in

the narrator's present (that is, events that will unfold only

the act of narration occurs) or the narrator's future

1,. Ibid., p. ~O.
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(after the act of narration has taken place). The moment of

narration occurs, not when a text is written or recorded or

read for the first time, but every time a text is read; the

narrator communicates to the narratee whenever a reader

attempts to find meaning in the narrative. Therefore the

"present" of the moment of narration is also the reader's

present, its "future" is the reader's future, and any

prediction that refers to the narrator 1 5 present or future

will seem, to each and every reader, to refer to his/her own

present and future. Thus, when Jesus says, "lr},,}..a ~p)(€fal wpa

'lTotpl h OP£UJtQTI I(al a'h'ljOdl1' Kill yap ;, waT~p TOtOLholl~ tlJHi

TOU' 7l'POOKIII'OVlI'fa, aUTov" (4:23), it is possible, indeed

probable, that the reader will understand this as a prediction

to be f.ulfilled in his/her own present and future, rather than

as a prediction which was already fulfilled in the reader's

past. Since the events of which Jesus speaks lie in the

narrator's present and future. and since the text does not

indicate (as it did in John 2: 22) that t~e narrator has

already "seen" the !lrediction fulfilled, there is nothing in

the text to discourage the reader from making this

interpr.etation. The use of the narrative I 5 omniscient

character to make these predictions, and the fallure of the

omniscient narrator to explain or refer to the predictions'

fUlfilment in the "pastil (before the act of narration)
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encourages the reader to interpret Jesus I speeches as acts of

anterior narration.

This means that it is possible that .it is the act of

narration itself ....hich leads to the fulfilment of the

predictions, or at least creates the conditions that enable

the predictions to be fulfilled. In other words, the

communication between the narrator (speaking for the implied

author) and the narratee is a prerequisite for the fulfilment

of the p:.:edict ions co"tained in Jesus I speech.

4.4 THE "COSMOLOGICAL TALE"

Extending a discussion of time in the text of John 4: 1-42

to include the moment when the text is read might at first

glance seem unwarranted; certainly it seems to stretch the

stated boundary of this thesis (the examination of the text

itself) tC.l its limits. However, the text of the Fourth Gospel

itself contains references to two levels of story time, the

second of which does indeed include the reader's own time.

The first, narrower, time in which the story takes place is

the period of time in which the character Jesus "lives"; more

specifically, the narrative focuses on the time in which Jesus

lived as an itinerant preacher. But the Johannine text also

indicates that there is a second, much broader expanse of

story time with which the narrative is concerned. This is the

time-setting of the "cosmological tale," the story contained
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in the text at the Fourth Gospel that stretches from the

beginning of creation to an undetermined future beyond the

moment of composition of the time.- This is the paradox of

the Fourth Gospel: its text contains a story whose beginninq

anc! end reach beyond the historical period occupied by its

author(s) •

The historical tales belongs to early first-century
Palestine, the ecclesioloqical tale to a community in the
first-century Diaspora. In contrast, the cosmological
tale is universal in location and has eternity as its
time frame. As such, it constitutes the larger temporal
and spatial framework within which the historical and
ecciesioiogical tales are played out. 11

Just as the characters within the story fit into the

historical tale, and the text's author(s) and original readers

fit within the ecclesioloqical tale, the reader of the text

also has a place in the Johannine framework, as a part of the

coslloloqical tale Which, the text suggests, continues into the

future outside the text. The text invites the readers'

participation in the events of the unfolding Johannine story

by pointing out that the reader has a place in the story and

a role to play. The reader' s reaction to the events narrated

is no less important than the reactions of the characters; the

text demands the same response from the reader that Jesus

demands from the other characters.

10 Reinhart2, The Word in the World, pp. 24-25.

11 Ibid., p. 36.
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At the same time that the gospel addresses the Johannine
community through the ecclesiological tale, it also
provides a broader temporal framework for the tale as
well. Just as the historical tale is only one stage in
the history of Jesus' relationship with the world, so
also is the ecclesiologlcal tale. Because the parousla
which will bring the cosmological tale to its proper
conclusion has not yet occurred, real readers--of all
eras--are also invited to place their own individual
tales within the context of the cosmological tale. ll

The question of Jesus' identity, then, is posed to the

reader at the same time it is posed to the characters.

Through the example of the Samaritans and the information

provided by the narrator, the text attempts to ensure that the

reader will answer this question correctly (that is, will

reach the answer intended by the implied author). Time is

used within the narrative to reinforce the text's demand for

a response from the reader by underlining that the narrative

is part of a larger whole, the c050mological tale, to which

the reader also belongs. In so doing the text's persuades the

reader that s/he is the intended recipient of the text t s

message .

... [T)he Johannine Jesus, looking aver the heads of the
characters of the gospel narrative towards its readers,
gently rebukes Thomas: "Have you believed because you
have seen me? Blessed are those who have not seen and
yet have come to believe. 2l

?2Ibi.d., p. 37.

23 Ibi.d., p. 25.
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4.5 THE PREDICTIONS AND THE READER

Two levels of narration take place when Jesus sp.:!aks. On

the lower. hypodiegctic level, Jesus functions as the

"narrator" of his spcsch, and the other characters (in these

exalllples, the Samaritan WOllan and the disciples) are the

narratees, the recipients of his communication. On the higher,

extradiegetic level, the narrator, who is responsible for the

entire narrative (inclUding Jesus' speech and that of the

other characters) relates the whole narrative to an unnamed

narratee. since this narrator has not, accord1ng to his

narrative, witnessed the fulfilment of the predictions, Jesus I

act of narration to the other characters could not have been

sufficient to bring about this fulfilment. Some part of the

fulfilment of his predictions lies with the second act of

narration, that of the omniscient narrator who tells the story

which contains Jesus' telling the characters what will happen.

Any part or the predictions that is not clearly shown in the

narrative to have been fulfilled before the act of narration

occurs will be understood by the reader to still await

fUlfilment, either while the narrative unfolds (when the

reader and the text meet, bringing to lite the narrator and

narratee) or sometime thereafter. A more detailed examination

of the predictions in John 4;1-42 will clarify the reader's

possible interpretation that their fulfilment has not yet

occurred.
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For e::ample. Jesus' declaration "0, 0' D:jI rdu EK fOV

i16a:T"O~ ob t:')'w OWf]W ai.tl'~, ov Jl~ 61"'~t1El tit; Tall aiwpCl, 6:XM TO

i'.t6wp 0 oWaw aVT4J 'Y€II~OE1'"CH bt OUT'" 11"''Y~ '£oGaro," H.>"ollboou d,

t"'~p aiwllloP" (v. 14) can be said to be partially fulfilled

within the narrative with the Samaritan woman's coming-to

understanding and with the conversion of the samaritans; their

acceptance of Jesus I identity may mean that they have received

the "living water" referred to. Similarly, Jesus' prediction

"a>").ll: ~PXHCU wpa Kat viiI' f:OH/I &1£ ot 0:]..,,011'01 71POOKUl''lTai

rrpOO'KUPl100UOI/l TrlJ norpl. Ell OV£ VJlCffI Kat o:>.•"Of.i~· Kat "rap 0

rrClTr,p 1'OIOU1'OU, t'1l'£i rov," TlPOOll:uvovP'rat; ainol''' (v. 2)) may

refer to the gradual understanding which some of the

characters achieve as they are drawn into dialogue with Jesus;

their acceptance of Jesus' identity (vv. 41-42) may mean that

they now worship in truth. A final example is Jesus' extended

speech to the disciples (specifically, vv. 34-35: ~l:-YCI ail'roir;

b ·I"aou~, ·EJLo" (3pw/Jf.z. €OT~" i"er 7I"o,~aw TO Oth1j/Ja TaU

'RE/J'l/taHor; /.IE Kal T€.hCIWOW aUTou TO ~ Plo". oilX uJLEit; hElfTE

OTI -ETI HTpf.z./.I'tI,,6r; faT'" Kal b OCp10IJOr; ~PXfTCU; i&ou ~~1W

vJji", hrapaTE Tout; bq,8Q~JLolJ~ uJ,Lw" /CQI haoaa8c T&t; XWPQt; 0'1"1

~EIIKa; dOt" 7I"pot; 8eplo/.lo" ~o1j). In these verses, he states

that his Itfood" is to complete the work of the one who sent

him, that the "fields" are "already ripe for harvest," and

that the disciples have been sent to "reap," all of which seem

to refer to events within the narrative--in particular, to the



"reaping" of the samaritans, who, by responding to Jesus and

accepting him as the "Saviour of the world" (0 C1W~~p TOU

"OC1/JOlJ, v. 42), have allowed him to complete his work, to

"reap" believers.

Yet all of these examples have additional

significance, a reference outside the text, since, by

displaying these examples of characters accepting Jesus'

identity and moving inside the circle of believers, the

narrator leads the reader to undergo a similar transformation

of perspective. occupying a position above the samaritan

woman, the Samaritans, and Jesus (and able to share the

superior viewpoint of the narrator, who is aware of their

mistakes and misinterpretations), the reader cannot see less

of the truth than the characters. Once the characters have

achieved a correct understanding of Jesus' identity and

speech, the reader has no choice but to share this

understanding, since there is no further intrusion by the

narrator or the omniscient character Jesus to correct this

understanding. Since the narrative is directed towards the

reader, who occupies a point of time outside and beyond the

text, the sense that the prophecies of the Johannine Jesus

have not been entirely fulfilled within the text draws the

reader within the circle of insiders who comprehend the text's

meaning. The external fulfilment of the prolepses lies in the

reader's admittance to the meaning of the text. It is the act
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of narration which occurs when the reader reads the text which

makes the final fulfillment of the prolepses possible.

The only way of making sense of 4.23 and 5.25 is to see
the first half of the statement "the hour comes" as
relevant to the time of the story, and the second half
"and now is" as relevant to the time of the narrative.1~

In this sense, the prolepses remain continually open to the

lA,lderstanding of its reader, whose acceptance of the text's

message is the future "harvest," the gift of "living water,"

the worship in tltruth" which the text predicts. This

reinforces the reader's sense that slhe is closer to the truth

of the text than any of the characters, since the fulfilment

of the prolepses is delayed to a point outside the text--tho

point Which the reader occupies, but which cannot logically be

occupied by any of the characters (with the exception of the

Johannine Jesus, whose presence is part of the prolepses, and

Who, therefore, is granted by the text a possible "reality"

outside the text). As Adele Reinhartz has pointed out, by

making the fulf ilment of Jesus' prophecies continue into 1I

future beyond the text, the Fourth Gospel ensures that the

meaning of the text is still accessible once the events

narrated in the text have come to an end:

Hence the crucifixion-resurrection event, which marks the
end of the Gospel's temporal f .. amework and the beginning
of that of the community, is not to be viewed as a
rupture or crisis in the relationship between God and the
believer, but as a bridge, or perhaps a ladder, Which, by

2.j Davies, p. 55.
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means of the paraclete, allows revelation to continue.l.l

1.l Adele Reinhartz, "Jesus a.1 Prophet: Predictive
Prolepses in the Fourth Gospel" Journal for the study of the
New Testament 36 (1989), p. 12.



5.0 CONCLUSION

Boris Tornashevsky, in an article on the elements of

narrative, drew a comparison between a story and a journey:

A story may be thought of as a journey from one situation
to another. During the journey a new character may be
introduced (complicating the situation), old characters
eliminated (for example, by the death of a rival), or the
prevailing relationships changed.'

T..m ..shevsky meant, of course, that the situation of the

characters within the narrative changes. In the text of John

4:1-42 the situation and the pr"evailing relationships among

the characters do change as the Samaritans encounter Jesus and

are able to accept his identity as the Messiah. The text,

however, is directed at the reader, and it has been the

contention of this thesis that certain elements of the text

attempt to change the situation of the reader by inducting the

reader into the circle of "insiders" who recognize "nd accept

the identity of the character, Jesus. The narrative of John

4:1-42 is ,. journey, not just for the characters, but for the

reader as well.

In his article, "The Man From Heaven in Johanning

sectarianism," Meeks dealt with the exclusivity of the

, Boris Tomashevsky, "Thematics" in Lee T. Lemon and
Marion J. Reis, eds., Russian Formalist Criticism: Four
Essays (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1965), p. 70.
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literature of the Johannlne sect, pointing- out that the book

see.ad to have been designed to be read only by those who wera

already insiders, who were thoroughly familiar with the

information the text contained.

It is a book for insiders, for if one already belonged to
the Johllnnine cOllU'llunity, then we lIay presume that the
manifold bits of tradition that have taken distinctive
form lnt he Johannlne circle would be familiar, the
"cross-references" in the book--so frequently
anachronistic within the fictional sequence of events-
would be immediately recognizable, the double entendre
which produces mystified and stupid questions form the
fictional dialogue partners (and fron many modern
commentators) would be acknowledged by a knowing and
superior smile.'

Yet the Fourth Gospel was accepted into the Christian

canon, and has been read for centuries by readers who,

although certainly not "insiders"--not in the sense of being

first-century Johannine Christians--nevertheless continue to

find the text meaningful. Meeks· article expressed an

awareness of the contradictory nature of the Fourth Gospel, a

text that on the one hand contains language and metaphors that

seem designed to thwart any effort to pin down the final,

definitive meaning of the text, but on the other hand can

"bring about a change of ,",orld") for the persistent reader.

This thesis has attempted to deal with the contradictions

inherent in the Fourth Gospel. While acknowledging that much

2 Meeks, p. 69.

) Ibid., p. 70.
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of the text's metaphorical ianguage remains indecipherable and

opens to continual reinterpretation, I have attempted to draw

attention to a sub-text, a system of strategies by which the

text directs the reader away from the intricacies of its

"mar.lfold bits of tradition" toward a matter more central to

the text's meaning: the acceptance of its claims for the

identity of its hero, Jesus. In so doing the text ensures

that its meaning remains accessible, even to the reader who is

not a member of the community responsible for producing the

Fourth Gospel.

In this way, although the text's readers are not

"insiders" in the sense used by Meeks--are not, that is,

actually members of the Johannine community--they are still

capable of entering into a dialogue with the text and becoming

insiders in the sense that they grasp the text's meaning and

are open to its message. The reader who follows the cues

embedded in the text is thus able to move from being an

outsider to being an insider--by following the example given

in the narrative of the Samaritans, by recognizing that what

the narrator fails to explain may not be crucial for an

understanding of the text, and by recognizing the significance

of Jesus' unfulfilled predictions and the eternal timescape in

which the narrative is set. While the exact referents of some

of the metaphorical language may be unknown and inaccessible

to any but the original readers, the devices and strategies of
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the text continue to convey meaning. This thesis has focused

on a few of these devices and strategies in an attempt to

uncover what Umberta Eco has called the intention of the text.

One could object that the only alternative to a radical
reader-oriented theory of interpretation is the one
extolled by those ....ho say that the only valid
interpretation aims at finding the original intention of
the author. In some of my recent writings I have
suggested that between the intention of the author (very
difficult to find out and frequently irrelevant for the
interpretation of a text) and the intention of the
interpreter who (to quote Richard Rorty) simply "beats
the text into a shape which will serve for his purpose,"
there is a third possibility. There is an intention or
the text. ~

An attempt t" discover the text I s intention suggests a

far different function for the Fourth Gospel than that

proposed by scholars focusing on the historical and social

context in which the text was produced. Meeks, for example,

argued that as the pr?duct of an alienated and isolated

Christian sect the Fourth Gospel served to reinrorce and

legitimize that alienation:

One of the primtlry functions of the book, therefore, must
have been to provide a reinforcement for the community's
social identity, which appears to have been largely
negative. It provided a symbolic universe which gave
religious legitimacy, a theodicy, to the group's actual
isolation from the larger society.·'

The presence in the text, however, of strategies that

both reassure the reader that a complete understanding of its

4 Eco, "Interpretation and History," p. 25 •

.\ Meeks, p. 69.
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metaphors is not a prerequisite for grasping the narrative's

meaning and ensure that the reader's attention is focused on

that meaning indicate that the text has an additional function

to that of reinforcing the isolation of its creator{s). The

text works to communicate its Ileaning even to those readers

unfamiliar with the infocmation it contains. In fact, the

text·s assurances to the reader that a complete understanding

of its language is unnecessary (through the char'lcter of

Jesus, for instance, who does not explain his language but

instead states his identity. and through the narrator's

silence on the matter) make its meaning accessible to

precisely those readers who are unfamiliar with the "manifold

bits of tradition" so pUZZling to the outsider. That is,

....bether or not it ....... 6 the intention of the author(s), the text

of the Fourth Gospel contains elements whJ ·.:h work to convey

the narrative'S central message, the identity of Jesus, to

readers who are not members of the Johannine community, and

"'hlch prompt a response of beliof and acceptance from those

readers.

It is important to note, however, that the gospel in
general, and 20:30-31 in partiCUlar, do not explicitly
limit their intended audience to a specific community.
Rather, they suggest an open definition of the implied
readers as thosli who see thamselves as being personally
addressed by the verbs in 20:30-31 .... such a general
definition creates an opening for the real reader to
identify with the implied reader. That is, any reader
who is open to the message of the gospel and takes
seriously the implied author's statement of purpose in
20:30-31 may in fact see himself or herself as belnq
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directlY addressed by the gospel narrative as well as
challengl>j by its theological perspective.'

The Fourth Gospel, then, does to some degree function as a

"missionary tract"? in that the text itself attempts to

communicatf.! its meaning to new readers, and to turn these

outsiders into "insiders" who have heard and accepted its

message.

C Heinhartz, The Word in the world, p. 9.

7 Again, it is beyond the scope of this thesis to examine
the Gospel's historical role as a possible missionary text.
See p. 7, nIl, for a list of authors who have dealt with the
missionary theory.
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